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FY 2010 F SCAL PLANNING

GOALS, PRINCIPLES & GUmELINES
FOR BUDGET DEVELOPMENT & PROGRAM REDUCTIONS

Vision: Portage Public Schools will shape the future by empowering every student to contribute
intellectually and ethically in an information rich, global society.

Mission: Through a partnership of school staff, students, parents and community, all Portage
Public Schools students will become effective communicators, responsible citizens,
self-directed learners and complex thinkers.

Policy 1.0 Global Ends: All enrolled students will have an empowering set of knowledge bases
that will enable them to succeed at the next stage of their lives in an increasingly complex and
global world, and at a level such that the results justify the costs. Of the different student needs
served, there is a priority of focus: 1) curricular academics, 2) co-curricular--activities that are
held outside of the school day and are part of the curriculum, and 3) extracurricular.

Therefore, budget development and any potential program reductions will be considered with
this focus in mind.

GOALS

1. Ensure high quality educational services in a cost effective way.
2. Ensure a safe, orderly learning environment.
3. Address contractual, state, and federal operational requirements.
4. Maintain fiscal integrity of the district’s operations.

PRINCIPLES

The Administration will work together with the staff and key stakeholders in budget
development and modification. Proposed budget reductions will be developed by the
Administration. Staff leaders’ role in the process will be to ensure early identification of
the impacts of the proposed reductions. It is the responsibility of the Administration to
inform the Board of any major program decisions imbedded within the proposed budget
that exceeds $100,000 operationally or would have a substantial instructional, financial or
other impact on students or families.



A "shared burden" approach will be attempted across programs and departments,
protecting as many resources as possible which support student academic achievement.

In considering program reductions, attempts will be made to avoid areas that have already
been substantially reduced in prior years. Rather than weakening services further,
consideration may be given to the elimination of an entire activity or service.

An examination will occur regarding the potential for increased efficiencies evenly across
all programs and departments. Attrition will be used to increase effieiencies and decrease
costs as much as possible.

There will be an ongoing focus to enhance revenues and reduce costs:
o Seeking cost effective innovations
o Seeking alternative funding sources from the public/private sector
o Identifying areas for capital or other one-time investments that will lead to

reduced net costs in future years.

Individuals who may be directly impacted by program reductions will be notified directly
by the HR department or Administration in a respectfifl and timely manner in keeping
with the District’s value of its talented staff.

ADMINISTRATIVE GUI~EIJNES

Construct a fiscal plan that maintains an undesignated fund balance within the range of 7-
10% of the operating budget.

Minimize administrative costs as much as possible while operating efficiently &
effectively.

Pursue cost saving potential through outsourcing of services, with consideration to
providing various means of support to any staff involved in such a transition.

Structure capital costs effectively.

Pursue cost savings potential through the management of employee health benefits, such
as exploring:

o The potential impact of caps on premiums
o The potential of more efficient benefits designs
c~ The potential impact of competitive bidding of insurance manager.

Examine collective bargaining agreements for clauses that limit the District’s ability to
respond in a fiscally responsible manner.

Explore efficiencies in operational or instructional services gained in other districts that
achieve high academic results.
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To:

From:

Richard Perry, Ed.D., Assistant Superintendent of Instruction
8111 S. Westnedge, Portage, MI 49002
Phone: 269-323-5161, Fax: 269-323-5001

Web Site: www.portageps.org

Marsha Wells, Superintendent

Ric Perry, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction

Date: May 5, 2010

Subject: Extra-curricular Activity Fee Recommendation

HISTORY
Since 2005-2006, PPS high school athletes have paid a $30 fee to fund athletic trainers at both
Portage Central and Northern High Schools. The fee has provided funding for Western Michigan
University graduate students to serve as athletic trainers. In addition to the trainers fee, the
District has made numerous reductions in the athletic budgets by reducing the amount of
transportation, changing activities (e.g. not sending cheerleaders to away events), outsourcing
non-teaching PPS employees who coach, and only introducing new sports if the activity is self
funded (e.g. lacrosse, men’s water polo, and bowling). In non-athletic activities, such as debate,
forensics, and play productions, students have sometimes paid a fee to assist in funding the
activity. In addition, booster clubs and students have provided funds to supplement activities.
These fees have contributed to uniform purchases, t-shirts, warm-ups, costumes, transportation,
additional coaches, ice time, etc.

Often the expenses to participate on a team are extensive. For example, a hockey player
contributes well over $1,000 to be a member of the team and debaters pay for air-fare and other
travel and lodging expenses. For self-funded activities, such as lacrosse, it is typical for
participants to pay around $500 to cover the cost of the activity. For the majority of activities the
fees have provided enhancements to the program. In addition to the fees, participants are usually
responsible to purchase items such as shoes and other equipment that are necessary for the
activity.

SURVEY DATA
According to the last participation fee survey conducted by the Michigan High School Athletic
Association (MHSAA) in 2007, 239 of 554 (43%) schools were collecting a participation fee.
Another 202 (85%) were evaluating the implementation of a fee. With the deterioration of
school funding and increasing costs, the Athletic Council suspects many more schools will be
collecting fees and increasing fees that are collected.

The 2010 PPS Pay to Participate (PTP) survey, completed by 768 individuals, was usefifl in
providing direction in developing a framework for potential fee collection. The survey revealed
that the participants were proud of the PPS extra-curricular programs (88%), believed that extra-
curricular programs are an important part of high quality education (96%), and believed that we
should charge a fee to maintain programs (84%-an additional 7% were neutral). The survey
revealed less decisiveness regarding whether there should be a one time annual fee or if each
activity should carry a separate fee (36% in favor of an annual fee with 20% neutral and 42% in
favor of a separate fee with 16% neutral). The question of whether athletic and non-athletic
extra-curricular activities should be assessed the same fee were less decisive (52% agreed and
19% were neutral). In addition, 87% of 1788 respondents from the budget survey taken



November of 2009 were in favor of the District implementing PTP. The complete survey results
including written comments are available on-line at www.portageps.org

RECOMMENDATION
The Administration, after considering the survey and consulting with the Athletic Council
and numerous other staff, parent, and community leaders in these related areas,
recommend that an extra-curricular activity fee structure be established for the 2010/11
and 2011/12 school years. Details are provided as follows:

Institute a one time annual fee for a high school of $175 (52% considered $175
acceptable, and 76% considered $150 acceptable)
Institute a one time annual fee for grades 7-8 of $100 (60% of respondents considered
this amount acceptable and 86% considered $75 acceptable
Institute a one time fee for grade 6 of $50
Students that qualify for reduced lunch as defined by federal guidelines 50% ($85 for
high school, $50 grades 7-8, $25 grade 6. Free lunch students 25% $45 for high school,
$25 grades 7-8, and $15 grade 6

Cap fees at $400 for middle and high school student families (59% of respondents
considered this amount acceptable)
Cap fees at $150 for middle school student families with no high school students (70%
considered $150 acceptable)
Limit gratis passes to the staff member only
Continue to provide senior citizen Gold Passes for residents of PPS that are 65 or older

Establish middle school ticket prices of $3 for adults and $1 for K-12 students. Fees
would be collected at athletic events where feasible and appropriate
Continue the $5 per event high school ticket price, adjust some of the package ticket
prices (proposal to follow at a later date). Collect fees at athletic events where feasible
and appropriate
Eliminate gymnastics with the option to continue as a self-funded activity (currently 8
students on the team with a $12,000 cost to the District)
Activities that retain their ticket revenue would be limited to: play productions,
band/choir/orchestra concerts, and hockey. Self funded activities water polo and lacrosse
would not retain their ticket revenue

CONCLUSION
It is understood that PTP is a step that should not be taken without a great deal of consideration.
However, Board Policy 1.0 Global Ends, clearly establishes the District’s priorities in order as,
academic, co-curricular, and then extra-curricular. Given the abrupt loss in state funding of
public education, enacting a fee structure such as this recommendation is necessary. This
recommendation is designed to be fair and considerate of families, yet keep our students actively
and constructively engaged in after school activities.

In addition to these fees, we are actively seeking other means to reduce costs for extra-curricular
activities that would benefit the budget in a positive manner. We also recommend that a fee
structure be determined so that students and families can prepare for these additional expenses
for the 2010-2011 year. We will also encourage coaches and others to limit additional fees that
may currently be a part of participation in certain activities. Additionally, as suggested numerous
times on the survey, PPS needs to create a fund to support low-income families and families that
may have a temporary financial setback.



Richard Perry Ed.D., Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Services
8111 S. Westnedge, Portage, MI 49002

Phone: 269-323-5161,Fax: 269-323-5001
Web Site: www.portageps.org

Cap MHSAA Middle school Extra- Co-curricular
intramural & curricular
athletic club non-athletic

HS-$175 $400 per All high Musical,
annual family school sports forensics,

includes (includes drama
Reduced middle men’s water
lunch $85, school polo, non-
Free lunch students MHSAA)
$45

Grade 6 $50 Cross country, Musical,
annual swimming, forensics,

cheerleading, drama
Reduced all intramural
lunch $25,
Free lunch
$15

Grades 7/8- Middle Basketball, Cross country, Musical,
$100 annual School (no wrestling, swimming, forensics,

high school football, cheerleading, drama
Reduced participation)volleyball, all intramural
lunch $50, $200 and track
Free lunch
$25

No fee Science Debate, forensics,
activities Olympiad, marching band, choir,

class of 20xx orchestra (if part of a
events related class),

yearbook, newspaper,
student government,
DECA, BPA,

NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION: Portage Public Schools does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
height; weight, marital status, handicap, or disability in any of its programs or activities. All inquiries related to discrimination should be directed to
Mr. Tom Zahr~ Portage Public Schools, 8111 S. Westnedge Ave., Portage, Nil 49002 Telephone 269-323-5152
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Participation/Activib/Fee Survey
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Participation/Activity Fee Survey

320

1 No fee should be added. Taxes are already too high. PPS should implement Apr6, 2010 7:46 PM
benefits toward which employees contribute more, similar to a business.

2 I appreciate the district accepting feedback on this. No one wants to pay more butApr 6, 2010 7:47 PM
rather than lose opportunities this is a great alternative. I hope there is a plan to
assist poor kids to rai~ fee. Thank ou for being
aware of OUR needs.                 . ........ .

3 Eliminating extracurricular activites all together would be extremely detrimental to Apr 6, 2010 8:35 PM
the overall education of Portage students.

~4 If we have to pay to play then I believe there should be accountablity surveys Apr 7, 2010 1:24 AM
done on the coaches/mentors that we are paying after EVERY season. This
would help to ensure that the program is successful from the perspective of the
participant that is paying to participate. The coaches should also be expected to
have professional development in the area of coaching. It would also benefit
everyone if the coaches/mentors of all programs would get together once a year
(minimum) to discuss ways that they see successful funding and uses of funds -
collaberation on funds to help everyone be successful and money wise.

5 understand the need for the participation fee for athletics. Going from the $30 Apr 7, 2010 1:52 AM
trainers fee right now to anything beyond $200 is going to make it very very
difficult for a lot of families. But we cannot afford to lose sports or the other
activities. It is difficult enough for these students and staff members with all the
other looming cuts coming. Less teachers, bigger classes, etc. It’s not a very
)ositive experience in Portage Public Schools right now. Everyone is waiting for

the axe to fall. Perhaps making more cuts at the top could save more for all of us.
Share the pain all the way to the top.

6 I believe that any fee should be for sports and other activities. Many sports bring Apr 7, 2010 11:00 AM
in gate dollars to help offset the budgets and have very strong booster clubs.
Many of the "academic" extra-curriculars have teachers as coaches who draw a
idecent salary for their commitment. I don’t believe that free and reduced lunch
students should automatically be exempt from fees - maybe a sliding scale or
decreased fee.

1 of 46



7 What about keeping the transportation to send the kids in middle school because Apt7, 2010 12:41 PM
our furthest league contest is Mattawan, but elimanate the return trips because
most kids ride home with parents and or can get rides home with teams after the
event is over. How about to help cut costs also for middle school we could
explore having the wrestling teams attend the same tournaments and all ride one
bus if they can? We had two team morns organize transportation for all but three
of our wrestling meets this season and we cut our budget to a 1/4 of what we
used last year because of it. What about the idea of each middle school having
their own 16 person conversion van that the coach could drive to weekend
tournaments or contests? What about having all the middle school teams look at
having all portage contests be parent driven and all the Mattawan and Kalamazoo
school contests be one way bus trips with parent pick up once the contest is
complete?

At the high school has it been explored to use charter buses for long trips instead
of school transportation? Because of the amount of varsity students that drive at
the high school can you elimanate all local transportation with in a 30 mile range
for varsity sports? Would it be cheaper for the district to purchase two 16 person
cargo vans and have the JV and freshman coaches drive their teams?

Could a transportation boosters be set up that could help fund away trips for high
school? Have the individual sport boosters kick in more to help with
transportation?

Has the PAF been contacted about helping with covering sports fees or
transportation fees at all?

What about opening up a public survey to get a feel of what the community is
thinking?

Thank you to all that have been working on this problem we are facing.

8 Thank you for accepting input from the public. Apr 7, 2010 1:26 PM

9 Middle school sports and extra-curricular activities are so very important to the Apr7, 2010 2:29 PM
well-roundedness of students that they should not be cut.

10 It’s difficult from the vantage point of no exposure to the high school programs to Apr7, 2010 2:31 PM
understand what all is available in extra-curricular activities. Are there other
options, like increasing ticket fees for theatre productions, that could be
implemented by activity.

Much prefer the notion of a per activity fee. It seems that Spanish Club should not
cost the same as football; that kids who participate in the Musical (for a few
months) shouldn’t be hit with funding all the athletics programs...etc.

11 think PPS should charge according to the cost of the activity, some activities are Apr7, 2010 3:06 PM
more expensive to the district than others.

12 There should not be an across the board participation fee. It should be activity Apr 7, 2010 3:10 PM
based. Each family should cover only the costs to run each program/club/sport. If
my child does not do sports, we should not have to pay for that. If my child does
not do school plays, we should not have to pay for that. It would not be fair to
charge an across the board fee. If your child only does one activity and someone
else does 3, it would be unfair and unreasonable to charge the same fee.
For low income families: Each activity should be limited to a certain number of
slots that could be alloted for scholarships (equal to the availability of funds). And
every family should contribute at least some small amount to ensure their
committment to the activity, even if it’s only $10.
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13 i l think an annual fee is unreasonable. Apr 7, 2010 3:12 PM

Some students will only participate in one extra-curricular, and looking at the fees
proposed, I know that I would not pay $150 for my child to do one activity in a
year.

In addition, it should be commensurate with the activity. If the activity requires
quite a bit more equipment, etc, it should cost more. I strongly disagree with one
set fee for all activities.

14 This survey has major flaws! If someone was a proponent of per-activity fees andApr7, 2010 3:21 PM
NOT annual fees, many of the pricing questions didn’t adequately apply.
Traveling team sports and plays are not on an equal level.

15 Some of the participation fee questions were very confusing with regards to the Apr 7, 2010 3:25 PM
basis of the fee a ’per student’ or ’per family’ or ’per school (if multiple children
attend the same school)’.

16 I have lived in a district where we had to pay for everything that was extra, it wasApr7, 2010 3:26 PM
still less expensive than private school, and the quality of balance was much
better.

17 I don’t feel lower income families should be excluded from paying fees for Apr7, 2010 3:41 PM
activities. Most lower income families are already not paying property taxes and
why should those of us that own property continue to pay for ALL expenses
associated with school costs. That is part of the educational system at this time.
If we charged a fee for ALL children that attend public schools there would be a
larger budget to work with. Even if the fee was minimal at least all families would
particiate. I think it is unreasonable and unfair to constantly expect the working
families to pay for all educational costs including extra activities.

18 Although I am willing to pay a participation fee to continue quality extra curricular Apr 7, 2010 3:43 PM
activities for our students, the administration of the district also needs to continue
to look at other cost saving measures that make sense. The main cost to the
district by a great percentage is salary and benefits. Those are the areas that
need to be cut most drastically.

19 Fees should be proportional to the expense of the sport/activity and the number ofApr 7, 2010 3:51 PM
students able to participate. If some sports/activities are expensive but allow few
students to participate, then participation in these should cost more to each
student than those that are less expensive or allow more students to participate
and share the cost.

also think that fundraising opportunities to help defer some of these costs to
families should be encouraged for participation.

2O think a fee is acceptable for families of students in extra curriculars. I don’t thinkApr 7, 2010 3:59 PM
that families of students who do not participate should be charged. I also think
that scholarships should be made available to needy families based on grades,
participation and reccommendation by coaches, teachers, or others who have
contact with the student. Students with positive attitudes, acceptable (C or above
~n all classes) academic standing, and those who will be positive representation of
PCS’s should be considered. Those students who do not meet these
irequirements should be required to pay on their own.

21 Extra curricular activities are a vital part of the middle/high school experience. It Apr 7, 2010 4:03 PM
gives the kids a sense of teamwork and school spirit. Lessons are learned in
other places and other ways, not just in the classrooms. It shapes the kids into
more well rounded people. It helps in the maturity process to get them ready for
life after school.

22 I’m open to a fee, but we are a low income f~mily and can’t afford to pay allto of Apr 7, 2010 4:05 PM
money.
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23 I would be very happy to subsidize after-school activities, preferably with separateApr 7, 2010 4:06 PM
fees for each activity relative to the cost of the program. That way the cost is
dependent on usage. Some years my kids may be highly involved, other years
not. It also helps us budget and choose wisely. I think transportation to away
events is important for the kids who don’t have rides available to them. Perhaps a
separate transportation fee (like a bus ticket) for those utilizing the bus would help
defray this added expense. I wasn’t sure when given $$ amounts to comment on
if I was to pick just one or not, so you’ll see multiple answers. Thank you for
considering "pay to play" rather than scrapping our important extracurriculars. My
middle school daughter loves cross-country, track and musicals so much, she’d
choose those over other opportunities any day.

24 Fees should be broken down by uniform costs, coaches’ fees, transportation fees,Apr 7, 2010 4:08 PM
etc. Parents should know exactly what they are paying for. No child should be
turned away if they cannot pay. A sponsorship program should be implemented to
ensure lower income kids can play without a financial stigma.

25 fees should be based on the activity and the expense incurred to the school Apr 7, 2010 4:17 PM
system for that activity, not a "lump sum". Some activities are a bigger financial
drain than others. Make it based on the activity, not an annual fee. Those
families that have heavy participation in lots of activities should be required to pay
more than those families with a child participating in only one activity.

i l like the idea of a family maximum per year.
26 Extra curricular activities are almost as important as regular class room Apr 7, 2010 4:39 PM

~nstruction.
27 1) Not enough background information on fee alternatives is provided to provideApr 7, 2010 4:50 PM

fully informed responses to this survey.

2) It would be helpful to provide examples of what is being considered in regard to
sign.

3) With regard to transportation, perhaps transportation to the event can be
~rovided, with parents arranging carpools for the way home.

28 think academic events should have a very low fee if any and sports should be Apr 7, 2010 5:01 PM
more and the fee should directly benefit the middle or high school and none of the
fee go to administrative costs. Sports fees should go towards upkleep and
3urchase of uniforms and equipment. Transportation should be provided to away
games but the students should find rides home - most have parents or relatives
going to the games anyway.

29 We need to be very aware of the costs outside these fees such as clothing, Apr7, 2010 5:15 PM
equipment, food, etc.. that our students have been paying for in recent years
without a "pay to play fee"
I think that those in low income households struggle to keep up with PPS extra
curr. activities due to financial hardships even now that there is no additional pay
to play fee.

3O I think that a per activity fee is best --- more affordable and kids/families need to Apr 7, 2010 5:17 PM
learn that there are choices to be made. It will also help kids not get "over
scheduled" which I think is a problem for some.

I also think it is important for Portage Schools to provide "away" transportation for
sports teams and extra-curricular activities that involve large groups of students.
It is important for the comraderie and for the "team" spirit. Within Kalamazoo
County however, I think it would be ok to expect parents to provide transportation
"back home" instead of using buses. In fact, that might be even more convenient
for many families.
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31 you collect all this mone~y to build schoOls that are not needed now you can not Apr 7, 2010 5:20 PM
afford what you have!t~~ i have made less money every year for the last
ten due the ecconomy-an~] you-people should be taking pay cuts as well every
single year! get rid of the administraion for every school system have 1 area
superintent, if the teachers don’t want to work for you pay them get rid of them
there are people that would be happy to make what make! your all a bunch of
greedy people get with 2010 and make some real sacrifices like the rest of us!!!!!!!
get with it!!! ~

32 think that most people would be willing to pay a fee as opposed to eliminating Apr 7, 2010 5:20 PM
extra curricular activities which I feel are extremely important.

33 If transportation to away games is eliminated, many student would not be able to Apr7, 2010 5:21 PM
participate. As a single working parent, with additional children, it is often difficult
for me to attend away games. This hardly seems fair to my child.

Also, your survey stated to keep or eliminate all extracular activities. This doesn’t
need to be all or nothing. How about eliminating just a few of the programs?

~34 We already pay the $30 trainer fee annually and I feel the pay to play sports Apr 7, 2010 5:21 PM
should be charged in the same manner ........ one time annually. Over the past 3
years my daughter has been on sports teams where we are already NOT using
the school transportation. Parents are driving the athletes to the away sites. We
are already used to providing the transportation ourselves.

35 I think PPS should consider an alternative to the fees. I do not believe there are Apr7, 2010 5:21 PM
any studies indicating that extracurricular activities correlate to success in college
or later in life; however, for those who do want to participate, I think you would
eliminate that opportunity for a lot of students who simply cannot afford such a
fee. In addition, the fees you are proposing are WAY to high, especially given that
you would possibly assess several students, and the cumulative amount you get
would be quite a bit.

36 There is nothing wrong with eliminating some activities. From my experience Apr7, 2010 5:24 PM
going thru high school I have found that there will always be some intrest in every
activity that is available. Unfortunatly with the economic conditions it would be in
the best intrest of PPS to evaluate which activities need to be preserved and
which ones could be cut. This will obvioiusly not be popular with every family but
in tough times tough decisions need to be made.

~37 My children have been involved in the fine arts extra-curricular activities for Apr 7, 2010 5:24 PM
several years and we already put out a lot of money every year in fees (costume
fees, etc). A participation fee needs to cover these fees as well.

38 I already pay over $1500 per season for hockey, why would I want to pay more? Apr 7, 2010 5:29 PM

i39 All efforts should be made to continue ALL activities at a minimum cost to Apr7, 2010 5:30 PM
participant’s families. I believe all activities should be saved one way or another as
all student’s talents and interest are unique. We need a landing place for each of
these individuals. I fully believe that these activities are a vital component of all
middle school and high school student’s full rounded education and school
experience.

40 The quality of the extracurricular activities varies TOO much to justify ANY Apr 7, 2010 5:30 PM
participation fee.
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41 This does not seem like a questionair to decide if it is going to happen but How Apr 7, 2010 5:39 PM
much you plan on charging. These activities are HUGE for students, not only for
thier studies as it provides structure, focus, teamwork, etc. But it is also highly
looked upon when it is time for college or employment. In addition you already
require huge participation from the parents- concession stands, fund raiser etc. I
would see where you would possibliy loose the parental support if you have to pay
on top of donating your time. As far a transportation. IT MUST BE PROVIDED!
Please take a look at your students family and see how many families have
working parents that may not be able to provide transportation therefor be unable
to participate. I really expect more from a top notch school system such as
Portage. I think there are better ways. You could also cut down on uniform cost-
$100 + matching outfits for athletics are simple way to cut. Does it look nice, sure
but the uniform doesn’t do anything. Please reconsider a activity fee

42 As the parent of a hockey player, I am used to paying "extra" for my child to Apr 7, 2010 5:39 PM
participate in extra-curricular activities.., so I have no real problem instituting a
pay-to-play policy. I think it makes sense to institute pay-to-play fees RATHER
THAN discontinue extra-curricular activities. That said, I think the structure of the
fee schedule and transportation need to be flexible so that any kids that wants to
participate CAN participate. Every attempt should be made to prevent extra-
curricular activities from becoming "elite" activities .... where only kids with
resources ($$$, parental support, cars) can participate. You really want EVERY
kid to be able to take part in extra-curricular activities ....because they’re good for
EVERYbody.

43 definitely feel that no extra-curricular activities should be eliminated as it has Apr 7, 2010 5:41 PM
been proven that they are key to the future of those that participate. They provide
VERY VALUABLE life lessons that we should not want our kids to miss out on!!
However, this should not be an opportunity for the administration to take
advantage and charge too much to families either. We don’t want people to not
be able to participate because they can’t afford to. I agree with having a pay to
play model, but it needs to be one that is reasonable.

44 Everyone is struggling financially. The school and the parents. I agree a fee may Apr 7, 2010 5:41 PM
need to be paid. I just hope it is not too much that you have students who never
get a chance to participate.

45 The only extra-curricular activities that my children have been involved in have Apr 7, 2010 5:43 PM
been athletics, but I feel that they are all very important. There is already a high
element of pay to play in athletics because the booster clubs pay for quite a few
things now. Often there is no transportation or transportation is only l-way so that
is not really a change for many sports. I would hate too see some programs
elminated because of lower participation levels, so I would prefer an overall fee
rather than per activity fees. Additionally, low income children should be able to
play regardless of their family’s ability to pay.

46 The annual fee per family should be based on the number of students in the Apr 7, 2010 5:43 PM
family. For low income families, I would like to see a sliding fee scale, rather than
a set fee. Some families may not be able to afford any fee, but the student should
still be able to participate.

47 Transportation should not be eliminated. It is too hard for working parents to haveApr7, 2010 5:45 PM
to leave early in order to transport their student athlete to an away contest.

Consider, for the meantime, anyway, of making the middle school sports between
Portage buildings only. All of our middle schools have very competitive teams.
This would drastically reduce the transportation costs.

Consider either reducing the number of coaches for various sports or their
coaching salaries.
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48 Considering the level of taxes currently charged, adding several fees is simply notApr 7, 2010 5:46 PM
a solution. While costs have increased I see a need for additional funds. Small
fees per activity would be the best way to go with a maximum cap for families.
Some athletic programs could be combined for male and females, i.e., golf,
volleyball, tennis, which would save money. An additional fee might be charged
for away transportation.

49 feel strongly that extra curricular activities be a part of students time at school Apr 7, 2010 5:46 PM
but also feel that students should not be turned away from a particular sport or
activity because of financial difficulties.

5O Transportation makes a huge difference. My highschool son is unable to be on Apr7, 2010 5:46 PM
the golf team because there is no transportation provided.

Smaller fees should be set for those on free or reduced price lunches (or some
other income line); Portage is known as a "rich" town, but there are many families
that are economically at a much lower class.

51 I feel $100 annual participation fee for High School activities and $50-$75 for Apr 7, 2010 5:47 PM
Middle School activities would be adequate AND transportation should be
3rovided for BOTH boys and girls activities. The boys’ activities seem to always
take precedence !! This is not right !! There were a lot of times this year even
without the participation fee that parents had to drive to and from girls away
events.

52 There should be no other associated fees should you be charging an annual or Apr7, 2010 5:50 PM
individual fee, ie, uniforms, ice time, etc...

53 I am happy to contribute to have my child be involved with extra-curricular Apr7, 2010 5:53 PM
activities, however, it is not fair to my family to take on the cost of having low
income families participate. This should be done fairly with very current, accurate
records kept. I do not think that it is too much to ask to have ALL families that are
participating pay their part. These same families that do not pay, also tend not to
volunteer. This, again, is a burden on all who do pay. I have been involved with
many groups and have maintained the payment records. It is a continuous
struggle to get some to pay and volunteer time. This burden should not be placed
on the treasurers (parents) of the groups. If proof is provided to the school
system that the family is at a VERY low income level, this information must be
shared with the treasurer and or coach that may be trying to collect money.
Bottom line, yes, if you want your child to participate, then paying and
volunteering should be acceptable. If the football team needs to buy uniforms,
etc., the fees should cover it. Same for swimming, volleyball and all. It must be a
fair system.

54 I strongly feel a fee should be based on each activity, and not a flat annual fee, asApr 7, 2010 5:53 PM
some children are in one activity while others are in several. There could be an
annual cap per student and per family.

55 There can’t be a standard fee across the board for all activities as not all activitiesApr 7, 2010 5:54 PM
require the same amount of funding to participate. Obviously some sporting/band
activities need transportation and should incurr an amount that reflect their needs
then activities like being in a club may not require the same amount of need.

It’s a terrible time when public schools have to charge their students, whose
parents may have lost their job, unemployment benefits and/or medical insurance.
Wouldn’t it be wiser to pull the community in a rally in front of the White House or
Governor’s Office or our Legislature. We voted in the conservatives who have
succesfully taken government funding away from the public need pool and
wouldn’t it be better advised to help change that.

Terrible time ....
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56 As a professor who has written many attitude surveys and actually published Apr 7, 2010 6:02 PM
psychological tests, I must tell you that several of your items in your questionnaire
are VERY poorly written. I go so far as to say that the data from those items will
not be useful. If you want additional information please feel free to contact me.J

57 would disagree that the quality of my son’s education has been enhanced as a ’Apr 7, 2010 6:03 PM
result of his participation on a school team(s) or his choir involvement at PN. I do
believe our trip to NYC to perform at Carnegie Hall was a once in a life time event
but we paid for that once in a life time.
~ I am not happy with the math program at PN. I do not have an
issue with a pay to participate program. I think you need to worry more about
passing of millages and taxation. In the long run, did I as a parent have a good
experience or a bad experience when I go to the ballot box.

58 prefer a $200 annual fee for high school that includes the trainer fee. I prefer a Apr 7, 2010 6:08 PM
$100 annual fee for middle school. In the sports my children participate in right
now transportation to close games is not provided but it is to places like Niles and
other further out games. Under no circumstances should children be allowed to
drive themselves to their games. Please realize that parents are already paying
for equipment (at minimum the shoes), in some sports the uniform, gas to attend
games and gate fees for games ($15 to get my family in to each game when
sometimes there are two games a week adds up). Invariably the same families
end up doing all the transporting. It is a big load on parents. Please don’t allow
extracurricular activities to become so expensive that they become only available
to the rich.

59 This survey is flawed at best. There are many other answers that could apply. Apr7, 2010 6:09 PM
For instance on the low income question. Nobody and I mean nobody should get
to play for free while others are paying. NOBODY SHOULD GET A FREE RIDE.
Every body can afford something. Maybe a discounted price if the parents pass a
drug test.

6O My children already participate in a pay to play sport, so this is going to Apr 7, 2010 6:10 PM
significantly impact that. Our two biggest expenses are transportation and
coaching fees followed by referee fees. We can use parents to transport and
decrease our fee there but we still need to pay coaches and ref fees. I am in favor
of charging a per activity fee. I think that charging a lower rate per activity may be
better than one flat/annual rate since each student participates in different
numbers of activities. By charging an annual fee those that participate less will be
paying a higher cost and those that participate more are paying less; it does not
seem equitable.

61 this topic is frustrating...from parents who have a child who participates in sports, Apr7, 2010 6:10 PM
but is not low income (therefore unqualified for assistance), but one parent
unemployed, with no extra cash, it is very difficult to come up with additional funds
to pay for the activity along with the entrance fees to events and any
needed/wanted extra equipment or camps or sweats, etc.

62 We are happy to pay-to-play and dig even deeper than we already are if that Apr7, 2010 6:11 PM
means keeping our education budget on track. However, it is imperative at this
time that very strict boundaries are set and accountability is 100% visible to the
taxpayers as to where EVERY PENNY is going. I’m not sure who deemed
clothing allowances, cars, car insurance, etc., to be provided to our
Administration, but we are APPALLED by the misguided & irresponsible use of
our tax dollars. We are not a multi-million dollar for-profit corporation; we are an
education system in dire times. Those "bonuses" mentioned above are allocated
to for-profit businesses -- not for taxpayers to additionally compensate educators.
If these perks are necessary to certain administrators’ lifestyles, go work for a
major corporation with deep pockets. Time to get our housekeeping in order --
time to buckle down, hold those responsible for mismanagement and abuse of our
funds, and to tire & replace those that feel they are above the regulations and
financial parameters originally set forth in our school system.
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¸63 cancel busing to lower the fee.(or charge students for bus fare instead of activity Apr 7, 2010 6:22 PM
fee) I think if you charge too high a fee you will in turn be getting rid of the
activities that way....no one will be able to afford to have their kid in it. It’s sad that
there is not enough funding for these activities because they are very important
for the kids.

64 Eliminating transportation to sporting events simply adds extra burden to a Apr 7, 2010 6:22 PM
relatively small number of families. A fee allows the burden to be spread around.

65 It is very sad that the state of our ecomony has forced this conversation. Could Apr 7, 2010 6:24 PM
there be some kind of "formula" that is fair and equal, perhaps based on income
or free & reduced lunch? Charging the same flat fee to a family making over 40K
~s not as much of a hardship than those making under that amount. I believe it
should be a yearly fee per family, not per student or event.

Will the student(s) not be allowed to participate if the family is not able to pay?

66 None Apr 7, 2010 6:25 PM

67 have skipped the questions pertaining to specific amounts as I don’t have a ~Apr 7, 2010 6:27 PM
strong opinion and feel confident that the amount that is decided upon will be
based on the actual costs involved to enable students to participate in their
individual activities.
have no frame of reference at this point as to what that cost might be.

68 Offering transportation for activities such as team sports is value added. Not onlyApr 7, 2010 6:33 PM
does it assure safe and timely arrival of all teams members to event...it shows a
school commitment and pride via the availability of the "school bus" whether it be
a van or bus. Many parents are unable to provide transportation or feel badly if not
able to contribute to the pool of drivers to events. The comaraderie of students as
they travel together is abundant. School is an academic environmennt but also a
31ace to build character, friendships and feel a sense of belonging (to an
institution) ...... "other curricular activities" provide this opportunity for personal
growth. One learns about oneself ...one’s strengths, weaknesses, abilities ....or
simply just the joy of being part of something that is theirs to claim.

69 I feel that the extra curricular activities are very important starting in middle Apr 7, 2010 6:36 PM
school. They make for well-rounded students. They are an important part of
learning about time management, commitment, and self discipline.

7O Many children participate in travel sports and they are able to come up with the Apr 7, 2010 6:42 PM
money for that. This is not an unreasonable request as long as everyone has to
do it (no freebies)

71 It is hard to equate athletic fees/non-athletic fees when you so broadly encompassApr 7, 2010 6:53 PM
non-athletic activities. Transportation to some away events that are close could be
eliminated as many parents attend. To end athletics at the middle school level
would be a great disservice to those children. They are growing and learning
about themselves and these activities help them with that process. I support a
participation fee if this means the activities stay. I think the learning from these
opportunities are far reaching to developing a sound, well-rounded and successful
student.

72 You need to detail exactly what one gets for their fee. We are new to the school Apr 7, 2010 6:54 PM
system - and already pay for Lacrosse, Art and Latin Club. Would those fees be
on top of the activity fee you are asking for? There needs to be some clarification
for me to accurately answer these questions. Thank you for the effort.

P.S. On another note, I am very impressed with the effort and information I
continually receive about PNHS events, new science room air quality etc. VERY
IMPRESSED! You guys disseminate information and ask for feedback all the
time. Thank you!
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73 Most sports already have added fees for uniforms, shoes, away meals, trainer fee,Apr7, 2010 6:56 PM
etc. If you add an additional fee as high as what this survey is asking, there will
be a number of students that will not be able to participate in extra-curricular
activities because their family cannot pay the fee. There are families in Portage
that do not qualify for free and reduced lunch but still have significant financial
burdens, i.e. older siblings in college. Those are the families that will have to tell
their child, "no you can’t participate in that activity because we need to feed the
family this month". Also, students will be less willing to try a new activity if there is
a significant fee attached to it. I’m not opposed to implementing an activity fee,
but it needs to be a reasonable figure for the whole community!

74 My concern with the fee program is losing children who cannot afford to pay. Apr7, 2010 7:00 PM
Even though scholarships may be available some families may not come forth
and apply. For some students athletics is crucial for them staying
engaged/attending classes (not saying its right) but the truth. I would hate to see
an increase in the drop out rate due to this proposal.

75 would like to see all sports treated equally (transportation, field locations, fees Apr 7, 2010 7:01 PM
charged, etc.)

76 believe a participation fee is acceptibie for each activity. As an Elementary Apr 7, 2010 7:02 PM
3arent, I am used to it because everything my children do has fees associated
with it. I think this is a better option then charging everyone accross the board.

77 High School major sports (football, baseball, softball, basketball, etc.) should be Apr 7, 2010 7:10 PM
the ones paying the higher fees. Other smaller sports and activities should pay a
much less fee if that is what this is coming to. There should NOT be a flat fee
across the board. It is very unfair. If fees must occur they should be based on the
actual cost of the sport or activity. If football brings in enough revenue from
sponsors and ticket sales to cover it’s costs then they should not have to pay a
fee.

78 Smaller families should NOT be subsidizing larger ones. That is unacceptable, Apr 7, 2010 7:15 PM
and unfair. Any fees should be assessed per-participant, with NO per-family cap.
Fees for some activities should NOT be subsidizing other activities. Fees should
accurately reflect actual activity-specific costs, including transportation costs for
that activity. An activity with higher costs should have a correspondingly higher
fee, etc.

79 Please consider a difference between charging a fee for activities where Apr 7, 2010 7:16 PM
admission fees are charged (sporting events, plays, etc.) and clubs where no
additional income is earned.

8O I am all for "privatizing" our kids educational experience. I also believe that this Apr7, 2010 7:17 PM
extra charge should give the parents more control over the extracurricular
activities as well as the content of our children’s education. In a sense, this would
be a participation tax and it would be nice to have a group of parents represent all
of the parents and students in deciding how this funding gets spent. Wow. That
sounds almost like what our Founding Fathers proposed a couple of hundred
years ago.

81 Some extra-curricular activities are already very much funding themselves aboveApr 7, 2010 7:19 PM
and beyond what the school is providing. Sensitivity must be given to those
programs that already do this, and not charge anything above and beyond what
they are already paying.
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82 iWe already pay for many things our kids are involved in as extra curricular so I’m Apr 7, 2010 7:21 PM
confused as to why I’m being asked to fill out a survey out having a fee imposed. I
believe there are general funds available but the funds have been directed to
other areas. I also believe extra curricular activity costs have gone out of control
as in travel costs where there are plenty of competition in the general area. We
are also spending major dollars to build the new tennis courts. The existing ones
we have at Portage West have not been properly over the last 30 years and if
they had been, those courts would remain awesome today. I’ve been told there is
no maintenance dollars available to keep the new courts maintained. I’m against
new anything if we don’t have the funding necessary to maintain it.These
comments are some of the reasons it is very difficult to answer any of the
questions listed before this page.

83 Extra-curricular activities, while adding to the well-roundedness of our students, Apr7, 2010 7:27 PM
are NOT the first priority of our school district. When we go to a pay-to-participate
schedule, it may weed out some of the activities. This is a natural occurance in
life. Perhaps another option is to rotate certain low-volume attendance activities
on a year-to-year basis OR better yet, some extra-curricular activities which share
common members could be combined, i.e. Peace Jam and Environmental Club,
foreign language clubs with international club. This lends itself to our children
getting to know even more people and helps consolidate costs.

84 If fee is set up all students should pay the fee. "Poor" should also pay! They Apr7, 2010 7:28 PM
could work if off in advance by putting hours working for sports dept. etc.
Supervised by AD.

85 I think the participation fee should be tailored to the activity, not be a set fee Apr 7, 2010 7:32 PM
regardless of what the activity is. It may cost more for an athletic event than what
it would cost for a play, for instance. 1 think the cost of each program should be
considered and a fee assigned accordingly. And perhaps we can look at activity
cost reduction methods, such as requiring more parent volunteers when
applicable and/or enlisting the aid of local businesses to donate goods/services.
Perhaps exchange free advertising for grounds keeping, etc.

86 Transportation could be subsidized by charging a fee for the bus ride (how it wasApr7, 2010 7:37 PM
done for NMS ski club each week - $5/wk)

87 My son already pays to play baseball(S100) and I know the booster club pays Apr7, 2010 7:39 PM
some of the fees. Would. The pay to participate fee be in addition to what we
already pay?

~88 1. transportation for middle school students should still be considered, as they Apr7, 2010 7:39 PM
don’t even have the ability to drive yet, whereas a high school student may have
the abiltiy to drive.
2. Low income families should have to pay something---either in time or money.
If you want to participate, and that requires paying, then find the means to earn
the money in order to participate. Otherwise you don’t participate. Or, make
participation conditional on something other than money (such as
volunteer/community service hours for the school district). Other people that
aren’t considered "low income" may be near it; we struggle too--and we still have
to find a way to pay.

89 This was such a biased survey! The questions had several issues in them that Apr7, 2010 7:57 PM
could not clearly be answered with ONE answer. It’s clear that it has already
been decided to charge a fee for extra curricular activities or you will eliminate
some or all. This survey was poorly put together!

90 We would not have to deal with this if much of the waste was eliminated. Our Apr 7, 2010 8:02 PM
family is not considered low income, but for our children to participate in activities
we could not afford $500/year. We do not live above our means cars are each
over 10 yrs old. I believe 50/activity would be the max. any family should be
charged. I know $50.00 does not seem like very much but it is a lot to some. You
could cut a lot of $$ by having only 1-2 bus stops per neighborhood, but heaven
forbid a child must walk .5 miles to a buss stop.
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91 We would not be willing to pay a large annual fee when our child only plays one Apr 7, 2010 8:03 PM
sport. It would stop her from participating.

92 My children play lacrosse, there is always a fee to play. Would there be a Apr 7, 2010 8:10 PM
participation fee on top of the expense we already pay? I would strongly oppose
that. High fees for middle school sports seems overboard, but eliminating extra-
curricular activities all together isn’t a solution either.

93 You left out another possible option for those unable to pay for middle school or Apr 7, 2010 8:12 PM
high school programs-and that would be a sliding scale fee, to include a sliding
scale family fee as well. One other concern would be around the liability
surrounding student transportation parceled out to parent car pools:well intended
parents could be held liable for student travel to or from sporting events.
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~94 The concept of a pay-for-service was presented in the beginning. However, manyApr 7, 2010 8:17 PM
of the questions did not continue to follow that line of thinking.., i.e. the survey
was not designed to follow those who agree with an annual versus a pay-for-
service fee. (The questions might have been set up in this fashion: if yes, then..
¯ if no, then...) The survey forced me to answer questions for which I could not
accurately express my opinions, particularly about annual fees -- I oppose them
resoundingly! In addition, you did not seem to have thought through a sliding
scale fee system, for example, with one activity for a student charged at a higher
rate than doing two activities and then three, etc¯, per anum.

Personally, none of my three children participated in any other extra-curricular
activity at PNHS except golf, for which we did all the driving and paid for all the
equipment. For sports and activities such as this, there should be no fees to a
family if no fees were incurred. (If there was money distributed to the golf teams, it
may have been for investing initially in shirts, but that would have been true only
for the boys and not the girls. Or, there may have been money for banquets, but I
recall paying for a Kalamazoo Country Club banquet and another was a pot luck
in the school cafeteria!) Also related to extra-curricular activities, two of my three
children participated in DECA and for this there were already participation and
travel fees that had to be paid by the family (us). Since my children do (and did)
other extra-curricular activities that were not connected to the school and since I
am (was) paying for those sports on a pay-for-service usage, as both a non-
participant in other extra-curricular activities and as a taxpayer, I would greatly
resent mandating that I pay extra-curricular fees for services my children are not
getting! This means whether or not my child is attending a school or has
~graduated, too.

Enacting an annual family fee or taxing all residents regardless of whether or not
they have children in the school system is akin to the state taxing all state
residents for cigarettes. Does that seem fair? Hardly.

However, it seems there are plenty of people in the PNHS community who could
fund an extra-curricular fund, just as the Athletic Fund now supports athletics. (It
does play a little havoc with the politics of who’s being fielded by teams as past
experience of big money givers has demonstrated, but that may be something for
those directly involved to speak up about and work out.)

Furthermore, for low-income students, I would feel compelled to protest through
whatever political means possible to assure that they have equal rights and
opportunities to participate in ANY school sport or activity that is offered
REGARDLESS of ability of the family to pay. Forcing people with little or no
means to do so will further stress out families already dealing with the exceptional
burdens of raising children without sufficient resources and will only widen the gap
of haves and have-nots in our local society. In addition, an abuse toward others
of this magnitude is the antithesis of what it means to have a public education.
Furthermore, students who are low SES, from what all the research indicates, are
at the greatest need for involvement in after-school activities to support healthy
development. It is my hope that these decisions are carefully weighed in light of
the issues presented here.

95 I am perfectly happy to pay to participate AS LONG as there are funds available Apr7, 2010 8:23 PM
for low income families. PPS needs to be careful to provide for the families whose
incomes are just above the free and reduced lunch level. These families are still
stretched and often are the ones that get squeezed because they just miss
qualifying for assistance. The Portage Education Foundation could change its
focus to help provide for these families until the economy improves and things
aren’t so dire.

96 We should tie a fee with any activity either athletic or otherwise. Apr 7, 2010 8:25 PM
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97 Some of the questions in this survey are not written clearly and are confusing. Apr 7, 2010 8:27 PM
Unless you specified Annual Fee or per activity fee, it is difficult to determine what
type of fee you are discussing. Also, it is not clear if everyone pays a fee even if
they do not participate in an activity.

It doesn’t seem fair for every one to pay the same annual fee. Some kids
participate in 10 things, some participate in one. Also, some activities cost more
than others. Fees should be based upon the cost of the activity and be prorated
based upon income level. Scholarships should be available so everyone can
participate ~egardless of income level. I would look at other community sports
activities (i.e. WPLL, AYSO) and look at those fees to get a comparison of what
people are willing to pay.

98 Team transportation provides one of the core opportunities to develop team unityApr7, 2010 8:28 PM
and friendships - one of the important roles these activities play in the
development of our children.

99 have a few comments/concerns/questions/suggestions/etc. Apr 7, 2010 8:29 PM
- Without transportation provided by PPS, students would be required to get rides

with other "teenage drivers" (scary thought) or adults who may be unable to leave
early enough to get the athlete to the event on time for pregame "stuff". And,
roads can be treacherous in the winter. I don’t know how any of us in PPS could
live with the consequences of an accident on the way to an event because some
young driver was put in the position of doing what an experienced driver (i.e. bus
driver) should have been doing!

- An annual fee would be extremely unfair! There are students who participate in
extra-curricular activites every season and others who only do one extra thing per
year.

- I assume the annual fee would only be for those families who have children who
participate in the extras. Wouldn’t sorting them out and figuring out which families
have paid, which families haven’t, etc. would be a huge headache!

- A fee per family doesn’t seem equitable either! There are families with 3
children and only 1 who participates in one extra-curricular activity, another family
who has 3 children and they all participate in 3 extra-curricular activities each.
You can’t ask them to pay the same annual family fee!

- As far as a fee per activity, that would have to be on a sliding scale depending
upon the cost of the activity or sport. As an example, if a high school student is a
swimmer, there is no way their sport costs the district the same to run as hockey
does. So, as the parent of a swimmer, I would be less than thrilled to be
supporting the more expensive sports. I understand that the entire financial
burden of hockey or football shouldn’t be dumped on those parents, so maybe 3
catagories would be more equitable. (i.e. swimming, tennis, etc. pay X amount /
baseball, basketball, etc. pay X amount, and so on.) That way the less expensive
sports would be paying a little more than their fair share and the really expensive
sports would be paying a little less than their fair share, but it would all seem more
equitable in the end.

- A suggestion I would make regarding transportation for both middle school and
high school would be to transport the teams to the competitions and they would
find their own way home. I know this is done already in some situations and it
makes sense. Parents are usually at the event by the time it starts so are their to
drive their child home - or at least have arranged for a ride with an adult.

- Because of the reasons listed above, I was unable to answer some of the
questions on the survey!
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100 Transportation does not have to be both ways especially with so many parents Apr7, 2010 8:34 PM
attending. But especially when leaving before 5, transportation to an event (not
including weekends) is very helpful.

101 Fees for an activity should be based on district expenses for the specific activity, Apr 7, 2010 8:35 PM
as some activities cost the district much more than others. Students should be
advised of activity fees when they sign up for the activity, similar to program fees
through Portage Education, YMCA, etc. Would like to see a scholarship fund set
aside to help families who need financial assistance, rather than tiered pricing
based on income. I think a student/family annual maximum is a good idea.

102 I am very curious on the fact that you state there will be no fee for band, marchingApr 7, 2010 8:55 PM
band and choir since they pertain to a class. I would like to know then why are we
paying for those activities now?

iThis year we paid $225 to participate in marching and concert band. Last year it
was $275!

103 I believe the fee should be not be an annual generic one but there should be a feeApr 7, 2010 8:57 PM
for each individual sport or program based on the cost of the program.

104 I’m sorry for not responding to most of these questions, but you don’t provide anyApr7, 2010 9:05 PM
background information in which to determine what is or isn’t resonable fees.
What do other high schools in the area charge to play? What’s the average
charge nationwide?
Also, I strongly disagree w/charging participation fees to lower income families.
And what income determines that? I feel this is hard to say too because children,
especially high school age, need to be kept busy. If activites cost families, they
may not allow children to participate in anything. We then end up w/more bored
kids: Not good! Aren’t we already battling a drug problem in our schools?

know we need to generate income somehwere, so can’t we look at other
options? What about a school fee? Or a book fee? Or a lab fee? Or a computer
fee? Are there any other options other than a sports fee? Can we lower the sport
fee and have a book fee as well??? Just some thoughts...

105 We should establish a foundation to provide for funds for low income students thatApr 7, 2010 9:21 PM
with to participate. I would be willing to contribute to such a fund. All fees should
be the same for everyone. It is unfair to have a aritary line where some pay more
then other for the same service. Fees should reflect costs.

106 It really depends on how the fees are allocated. Obviously, the activities that haveApr 7, 2010 9:23 PM
the highest cost should have a higher fee. That is why I was neutral on the
athletic v. other activities being the same amount. I would have to weigh what my
child wants to do versus the additional cost. I understand, for example, that the
art classes have an extra cost because of the art supplies that are provided by the
school. I would really want to know what the fees are for specifically. Supplies?
Salaries for the instructors? Or some general non-descript fund. In light of the
recent ballot proposal (asking for more money--even though that is for capital
improvements), this may be a hard sell. We are nickeled and dimed to death.

107 I would prefer to see other non-education expenses to be cut before extra Apr7, 2010 9:26 PM
curricular cuts.
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108 We have experience participating in band, forensics, debate, MYIG, swimming, Apr 7, 2010 9:27 PM
water polo, and now this year for the first time baseball. We have paid fees for all
of these activities and understand the necessity of doing so in order to make the
programs possible-participation fees don’t feel like a new concept to us, except
ithat maybe they haven’t been called that up until this point. We are blessed as a
family to be able to have afforded to do this but understand that cost can be a
~burden and a deciding factor in the ability of some families to support their
student’s participation in extracurricular events.
do feel strongly about transportation to away game in the winter. We have been

happy to be drivers for away events whenever we can, but it is very nerve
wracking to be responsible for other people’s children on Michigan’s unpredictible
winter roads. There is comfort having them on a heavy bus going to places like
Bridgeman, St. Joe, and Holland. The swim team solved this by charging us
enough to help cover buses to St. Joe and Holland but did not utilize them on the
way home as most parents were at the away meets and could provide
transportation home.
strongly feel that the extracurricular opportunities that our oldest son was able to

be involved in were instrumental in making him the young man he is becoming
and have already seen the positive impact they have made in our freshman.~

~ has used his experiences from swimming to go on to become a
feguard and teach underprivleged children how to swim by working at|

~ He has used speaking skills learned from debate and forensics and
his experience as part of the Michigan Youth in Government team to advocate for
his fellow peers by speaking in Lansing on their behalf regarding state curriculum
requirements. His experiences in many of these extracurricular activities have
been helpful in helping him to make decisions on potential career paths that he
would not have realized were possible merely from classroom experience.
I feel extracurricular options are crucial in helping our youth become well rounded
adults. As our state curriculum requirements become more stringent I feel that
these extracurricular activities are even more important to have available.
Thank you for trying to continue to make these possible. We will pray for funding
and for creative ways to make keeping these programs possible!

109 I think $100 annual fee for High school would be OK and a $50-$75 would be Apr 7, 2010 9:44 PM
more acceptable. It’s hard for parents to work to take kids to events so if it would
be a savings to have a bus ride to the event but find own transportation home,
that might be an option.

110 I think the most that would be acceptable for a family to pay per-activity would be Apr7, 2010 10:13 PM
$40. Too many sports have other costs associated with them. My son was on the
PN Swim Team, these were some of the costs; $40 for a swim suit, $65 for a
team warm-up, Concession stand donations, a $25 team banquet fee, and
probably an additional $40 for other miscellaneous costs. Another thing I didn’t
like was when they would take a bus to an away meet, and then need to be
picked up. I don’t know how it can make sense to drive them out there, for the bus
to drive back, and then for us to drive there, pick them up, and bring them back,
especially when most of their meets were only 3 hours in length. Have it one way
or the other. It’s a waste of gas if you have both a bus and parents driving out and
back.

111 I do not want Portage Public Schools to eliminate extra programs or charge an Apr 7, 2010 10:17 PM
activity fee.

112 I understand the need to raise the participation fee, however I do not feel over Apr7, 2010 11:51 PM
$100.00 per year, per athlete is acceptable. We have many other costs that are
involved with each one of the sports programs to help our athletes become strong
athletes. Extra camps, clinics, outside coaching and purchasing better equipment
than the school can provide are a huge part of what makes our sports teams
successful, but all of that is expensive. I fear parents will not be able to do both for
their athletes and our teams will suffer. I do not want Portage to become a
community of only the wealthy can participate.
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113 Extra activities need to stay, they are an important part of a child’s development. Apr 8, 2010 12:03 AM
No child should be excluded or even hesitant to play based on his inability to pay.
We need to account for this.

114 We disagree with capping family maximums for extra-curricular activities. In other Apr 8, 2010 12:05 AM
words, the amount a family pays should be based on the amount of children in
that family participating.

We also feel fees should be assessed on a yearly basis. In other words, we don’t
feel that activity charges should be "set" for a two year period.

We do not object to paying activity fees, but we are concerned that this puts lower
income students at an unfair disadvantage. We hope that the district will reach
out to the community to try to receive "sponsorships" for students that cannot
afford to pay activity fees.

115 If you are going to charge a participation fee (which we understand in light of the Apr 8, 2010 12:07 AM
economy),you must access the fee only after the child makes the team. I think it
is very important (especially with the child obesity issues in our country) to keep
athletics in the middle schools too. Unfortunately we have become a society
iwhere athletics almost is more important than academics. As a former PPS
varsity high school coach and now middle school parent, I am concerned that
Portage parents will try to "control" the coaches by saying I paid -- now play my
child! Our child played on a "B" team and I think the concept of having both an A
land B team at the middle school is fantastic. Not all adolescent kids develop at
the same rate so we need to allow them the chance. In fact going back to the old
days of (similar to the AYSO PHILOSOPHY) intramurals might be the way to go at
the middle school. It would lower costs and encourage more participation.
Wouldn’t it be great if NMS, WMS, and CMS each had enough kids participating
that 2 -3 teams from each school could scrimmage each other every day and
(simulating school spirit) then at the end the teams could play the other teams
from each school.

116 Because I have no budget numbers, income, or loss statements it is very dificult Apr 8, 2010 12:10 AM
to determin what the correct course of action is.

117 We should have a system where the families pay for the services they get and its Apr 8, 2010 12:29 AM
total cost to PPS. This is likely to be different for the different sporting and non-
sporting activities and therefore the amount should not be set a flat level per
family or per year. There should also be a general fund that provides financial
aide for those who cannot afford to pay these fees. Additional fundraising events
by the clubs/sport teams should be strongly encouraged. One way to do that is to
~rovide some kind of a match system.

118 no fee. Apr 8, 2010 12:29 AM
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119 There are too many variables to ask such simple questions. Admin should actuallyApr 8, 2010 12:57 AM
attend events to actually see what happens and these PPS kids are learning a
great deal of lessons through these activities that you cannot "teach" in a
classroom. Commitment. Accountability. Responsibility. Balancing a busy
schedule. Health & Fitness - life-long behaviors! Socializing among many others.
Admin: Be visible so you actually know the extent of your coaches and athletes
efforts. There is no MEAP for what these kids are LEARNING!

Some sports have t0 kids and some have over 100. Football must have a huge
budget... Pole Vault pits cost over $15,000 each (2 high schools). Middle school
events MUST stay, those are critical years for students to try many things AND
they must have transortation. Your coaches are currently driving students to
events or they are not coaching, but rather begging for parents to drive... That’s
not fair to put them at risk; provide transportation!

These extra curricular events are a HUGE marketing tool for PPS. When you
enter Potage, what signs do you see? Championship Banners. Lindsay Tarpley
signs. You are making a huge mistake if you allow these changes.

On the otherside, what other areas would/could be cut? That’s the BIG question.
What are the alternatives? We need to have the "real world" situations. Cut
coaches pay? Wrong. Cut more bussing? Wrong. Cut buying books? wrong. Cut
academic programs? wrong.

We need real information before we can just open this up for a survey of the
uninformed citizens of the PPS district. Have a plan and be transparent - unlike
the building bond proposal.

120 A per activity fee would be preferable to an annual fee, since an annual fee wouldApr 8, 2010 1:15 AM
be unfair to those not participating or participating minimally. A per family cap
would be difficult to enforce since families can be defined in a myriad of ways. Pay
for what you use seems to be the simplest option.

121 Fees should be per-activity and should directly pay for the costs of THAT activity, Apr 8, 2010 1:28 AM
not placed in a general fund (where certain ones will take most of the money).
Transportation should be able to be voted on by the participants in each individual
activity and decided between the parents whether they would rather pay more and
have it provided, or make other arrangements, again on an individual basis for
that particular activity. In other words, if activity fees are instituted, it should more
or less make each activity function like a club, and there is no reason that
transportation for all activities must be handled the same (some obviously require
a lot more transportation than others). Low-income families should pay on a
sliding scale, either nothing or a small fee based on whether they qualify for free
or reduced lunch.

122 Portage Public Schools have a history of being strong in every respect, including Apr 8, 2010 1:29 AM
extracurriculear activities. Most people that live in Portage appreciate the high
quality of our school system, and an overwhelming percentage of residents live
here for that reason. It is of utmost importance that the quality and integrity of our
academic and extracurriculear programs remain intact, as it’s about our most
important resource, our children, but beyond this it is also the very foundation of
our community. Most parents understand the financial difficulties facing the
school system and will be willing to pay extra. There are of course families that
will struggle with this, and the means that all children still have access to the
opportunities despite their family’s circumstances needs to be accomodated.
Community fundraisers and private donors could provide scholarships, and this
might actually need to become a staff position at the schools, but it can be done
and would pay for itself. The community will support any means to uphold our
schools, and as we experiment with the best methods through trial & error, we will
fall into a new and innovative place. In the end, we may be a more engaged
community where families, students and community members actually value what
we have more than ever.
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123 Although we do not want middle school and high school activities and Apr 8, 2010 1:50 AM
transportation to be eliminated, it will be very difficult for those of us in the middle
income bracket to absorb many more costs. Those of us who do not qualify for
assistance or reduced fees, and are not well off, will be impacted the most. In two
years we will have three children in Portage schools and with "pay to play" will be
forced to limit or eliminate their participation if the prices suggested in the survey
are any indication of what is expected (with increases in two years). We already
purchase schools supplies, volunteer, donate, fundraise, pay for field trips and
parties, and are asked to help those who cannot afford yearbooks, etc.. We
understand the need for "pay to play" but the prices (especially for high school)
seem high and will likely force many to seek enrichment elsewhere. Thank you for
the survey and opportunity to comment.

124 would hate to see transportation eliminated to away games. I think there would Apr8, 2010 2:21 AM
be less kids involved. I do think that everyone should fill out papers & pay based
on their ability to pay. That info should be kept private (of course). However, I do
think extra curricular activities are a vital part of school & kids being social.

125 Favor pay-to-play fees for individual activities, but have no idea what the fees Apr 8, 2010 2:47 AM
should be so cannot answer questions relating to relative fairness of dollar
amounts. For example, do athletic fees cover the uniforms, coach’s salary,
equipment? What about legacy equipment? Are travel expenses and security for
away games shared with the other school? Would drama fees be for one
production or for the entire year, and would they cover OT for the directing
teacher, rights for the selected play(s), utilities and maintenance for the building,
etc? Working out a realistic and equitable fee schedule will take some effort. To
my thinking, it makes sense for any fee to reflect actual costs, less anticipated
~income (from ticket sales and such), and be divided between all participating
students. I don’t think community homeowners without students should be
dunned--they already pay taxes that cover educational costs that benefit all. The
pay-to-play concept is very like college where you pay materials, lab fees and
other costs for each separate class. The concept seems a fair and workable
solution in tight economic times. However transparency is important in
establishing each individual fee, since I suspect that some activities will be much
more expensive than others. Don’t support a general activity fee - unfair to
students who participate only a little and defeats the whole concept.

126 What do the schools do with the money the tax payers give them? I know its not Apr 8, 2010 6:52 AM
buy school supplies because every week the kids come home saying we need
this and that for this project, the school wont provide the equipment needed.

127 think extra curricular activities are an important part of middle school/high schoolApr 8, 2010 10:27 AM
students success. Without these, some students might turn to other activities that
are not in their best interest.

128 My son plays hockey and baseball. We already pay like $1,800 for hockey. Apr 8, 2010 10:40 AM
Baseball we paid around a $100. I don’t have an issue with a one time fee per
year as long as it’s not the max amount you listed for choices on your survey.

129 do not think there should be an annual fee for all students, only those who Apr8, 2010 11:17 AM
participate, i think it is better to charge students for the events they participate in
whether it is sports, theatre, forensics, etc. i have 2 very involved children and
have no problem paying for the activities they participate in. i do not want to pay
an extra amount for kids who cannot afford to pay. i think that money needs to
come from boosters or some other fund. These are extra curricular and therefore
sacrifices needed to be made if children are to participate. I do understand that
some assistance is necessary but i also believe that even low income families
should be required to pay 1/4 to 1/2 of the normal fee before receiving any
assistance.
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130 agree with a small increase due to the budget however too much of an increaseApr 8, 2010 11:23 AM
and you will lose talented athletes. Athletics is a main reason a lot of these kids
keep push to keep their grades up and stay out of trouble because they have
team members that are counting on them and a place to go after school.
Middle school is where a lot of kids can try different sports and figure out what
they enjoy doing and what they are good at.
Buses are run for most sports only to away events however for football you run a
bus to the field and back for those players. Cutting buses now to take kids for
early morning tournaments would put even more strain on your parents pushing
3arents and kids away or putting a burden on your coaches or the involved
parents to take the risk driving (especially in the winter when roads are not always
clear in the morning).

131 It should be a pay as you go fee structure. Forget the annual fee. If a student Apr 8, 2010 12:30 PM
wants to do 1 extracurricular like a play, they should pay less than a student that
does 4 sports with bus transportation twice a week. Let the students (and the
parents) see the real economics of what they choose to do. Our budget is
borderline on poverty, so we need to consider every cost and this includes the
cost of uniforms, physicals, etc. And of course there will still be fundraisers, too.

132 It is unreasonable to ask the amount of participation fees, when you are not Apr 8, 2010 12:43 PM
revealing the actual cost of the program and what you are looking to cover. The
public needs exact costs, ie, the cost to participate in football will be quite different
then the cost to run track. That needs to be weighed in and it is per activity.
Also, I do not think there should be a separate fee for low income families, that
should be offered across the board, and hard working families should not be
penalized by having to pay more. These activities are a huge part of high school,
I support they continue, 1 challenge PPS to look at other ways to cut costs, ie the
high administrative salaries, cut lunch program out, everyone just bring their own
lunch, etc.

133 I believe most families would be willing to pay a fee to keep sports but it must be aApr8, 2010 12:53 PM
reasonable amount that all families could afford to pay. Extra curricular activities
are very important to our children and a great way for them to build new
friendships with their peers. I’m just concerned that you are going to make it more
expensive than most families could afford. Please keep it at a max of $100 per
year so we don’t have to get a second job to afford it.

134 The participation fees should be carefully considered as I am sure this is an Apr 8, 2010 12:58 PM
additional fee that families will have to pay on top of what we already pay to
participate. Registration fees, equipment and uniform fees, practice facility or
extra coaching fees (such as tumbling for cheer), physicals and trainer fees add
up very quickly for one student and for families with more than one student
participating in activities or more than one activity per student per year. I
understand the economic situation the schools are experiencing but the parents
are faced with the same monetary issues and will have to carefully consider
whether they can afford for their students to participate in school activities. It is
unfortunate that this participation/activity fee is necessary because it will
dramatically affect the student’s school experience. This may result in decreased
participation and may possibly create a school culture that only affluent students
are on the sports teams, perform in plays and can enhance their education
through participation in extra school activities. I hope college admissions
departments take this into consideration when they are looking at an application of
good student but they did not participate in enough school activities.

i135 Please keep in mind the amount of parent/family volunteer hours put in to these Apr8, 2010 1:01 PM
extra-curricular activities. It adds up. The activities my child participates in
included different fund raiser activities as well. Will they be expected to continue
this practice as well as pay a participation fee?

136 I prefer an annual flat rate fee per family. Transportation to away games is very Apr 8, 2010 1:06 PM
useful to parents who work and are unable to get their child to the event on time.
It is acceptable to not provide transportation home, as most parents attend away
events.
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137 The questions regarding whether or not fees were acceptable or too high was Apr 8, 2010 1:08 PM
difficult to answer because I know the cost involved in the different activities
varies. I’m guessing the cost to the school for one football player exceeds the
cost for one debate student. Just wanted to mention why those questions were
difficult for me to answer.

138 I feel if you are going to ask for a participation/activity fee then PLEASE do not Apr 8, 2010 1:22 PM
have the coaches ask the participants to do any fundraising activities also. I feel it
should be one or the other. Thanks.

139 You don’t state if I participate in both a fine arts and athletics which fee is waived.Apr 8, 2010 1:30 PM
Example: I am in the high school play November and I pay a fee. In March, I play
tennis, now do I pay an athletic fee too? Any fee at the middle school level for
their school drama performances will limit the numbers of performers (the cast
and support crew) and perhaps their ability to put a performance.

140 Fees should be different for each activity, based on the actual cost v income of Apr 8, 2010 2:44 PM
each activity. For example, cost of the high school musical would include all
production and marketing costs, personnel, facility use, royalties, etc. This would
be off-set by ticket sales and other income producing activities: concessions,
advertising sales, donations, etc. The difference would then be divided between
the participants, and that would be the activity fee. This assumes that the district
is not willing to put any resources into personnel or facility use for any extra-
curricular activity. If the district is willing to subsidize personnel or facility use,
then an appropriate formula based on per pupil funding should be developed, not
the current grandfathering of coaching & personnel in extra-curricular pay
schedules.

141 ¯ would rather pay a one time yearly fee for each child participating in extra- Apr 8, 2010 2:44 PM
cirrcular activities than have the activities eliminated. My son plays sports and to
our family, sports are a way to ensure that he maintains an acceptable GPA. If he
didn’t have sports, what would he do? It keeps him very active and keeps him out
of trouble. Without something to do after school, he might turn to things that other
kids do who aren’t involved in an after school activity such as drugs and other
illegal activities. Please do not eliminate sports from the public schools. As a
parent, I would pay whatever fee I had to to keep him on the right track.

142 feel very strongly that athletics and extra-curricular activities are a very importantApr 8, 2010 2:51 PM
~art of the educational process.

143 For additional assistance for low-income families, please consider an activity- Apr 8, 2010 2:56 PM
specific sponsorship program. For example, I would be willing to sponsor a
student for activities my child is involved in (forensics, drama, musicals, baseball,
etc) so that others could participate. I would be more likely to help for the
activiites my children are interested in vs. general help for all activities (example --
football is great, but since I don’t have anyone in it, I would not be as willing to
help a low income football student).

Thank you for this well designed survey and taking the time to get input.

144 Many schools are going to pay to play activities. Apr8, 2010 2:57 PM
The important part will be to look at the SES information for the student population
to determine what is fair, keeping in mind that fair is NOT when everyone does the
same thing, but when everyone does the most they can. For example, the fees
for North Middle should be lower than West Middle, and Central High’s fees
should be higher than Northern’s, based on the free-reduced lunch information.

145 If transportation is eliminated from programming, the website MUST do a better Apr8, 2010 2:58 PM
ob of entering/showing the schedules for each sport. This is a big problem with
the middle school sports that my children have been involved in. When i look up
the schedules online, they have not been inputted into the system you have
linked.
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146 believe not only extra cirricular activities should be evaluated, but I also believe Apr 8, 2010 3:00 PM
that the budget for administration should be openly shared with the taxpayer. We
claim to be below the state wide average for administration budget, but I am sure
there is fat to trim. Everything else in the budget is shared, but the items in the
ibudget for administration is not spoken of. You could easily squash rumors if you
shared the amounts in all buckets - we are not asking to see how much everyone
gets paid. We are asking to see things like allowances, bonuses (if any), amount
In travel, catering / food, etc.

147 The fee would obviously be different depending on the activity. One can’t Apr8, 2010 3:03 PM
compare annual fee to individual fee unless one is educated on how much it
currently costs to run each individual program at both middle school and high
school levels.

Transportation could be eliminated for away games that are within a 20 mile
radius.

What if you child thinks they want to participate and then either gets injured,
doesn’t make the team, or changes their mind? Would there be a refund
available?

Would there be a payment plan for those families that could not pay the entire fee
up front?

148 There is no reason to have pay-to-participate. These bus contracts are insane Apr8, 2010 3:14 PM
and they are robbing our children of their youth! Extra-curricular activities
promote positive social interaction and development and should be free. Because
if they are not, gangs and other NEGATIVE interactions ARE FREE and that is
where our children will turn! Then you’ll have a whole separate issue: police will
want a raise because of all the delinquency they will have to deal with.

149 Amounts should be open-ended. I feel like I’m being given very little opportunity, Apr8, 2010 3:15 PM
ie. pigeon-holed, to choose the amounts of $$. Thanks.

150 The charges that were being proposed seem high in some catagories. Perhpas I Apr 8, 2010 3:17 PM
would have felt differently if I understood how much it cost to keep these
#rograms going. Has the district been providing that information to the public.

What about if you only have elementary age kids is there any charge being
proposed? I am assuming not.

151 While I am not exactly sure how I feel about all this, whatever will provide for the Apr 8, 2010 3:30 PM
most students opportunity to participate in extracurricular school activities - at ALL
income levels - is what I support.
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152 iFees should be based on the Activity and a Financial Cap per family should be Apr 8, 2010 3:43 PM
put into place for all activities.
Sliding scale Fees for Sport/Club/Extramural event would be more appropriate
based on level of intensity, trauma potential, transportation, and need for on-site
trainers would be more appropriate.
If a student that does an activity that does not require equipment, trainers, or
transportation, then they should not have to pay the same fee as one that does
have these requirements.
disagree strongly in a fee that does not support the level of inter-active student

body participation, and is not a focus of the schools attention. (Bowling, Bible
Club, Latin Club etc.) There is no reason for a fee when the student provides all
necessary equipment, supplies and transportation.
Eliminating Middle School activities, will jeopardize a student’s ability to succeed
~n the level of participation for High School.
Collectively accepting a Pay to Play rule, is inappropriate and was voted against
~n earlier elections.
There are many families and students that cannot afford the fees you are
outlining, and our programs will begin to fail, causing our students to suffer. It is
~roven that students who participate in these activities have a higher self-esteem,
better grades, and are less likely to get on a fast-track for possible negative
diversions.
Other considerations would be to base this on the activity and School Staff
participation/mentoring. If you have adults that volunteer their time and effort and
a Staff member is only a spectator, how do you justify a fee? The use of school
buildings and onsite equipment is paid for with our school taxes.
The need for the following would be more appropriate for Pay to Play
considerations: Referees, Ticket Sales, Rental fees, Trainers that attend the entire
event, bus provided transportation, extensive equipment transported, Staff paid
practices/events, Parental Volunteer potential.
Requiring a family to help defray the cost of participation, for some of the above is
critical and should also be an alternative for a family that cannot support the
student with financial funding.
School plays and Band/Orchestra should have a budget, and students should
have to pay for anything above that budget such as play costumes, equipment
and props, after ticket sales. This should not be part of the schools budget that
takes away from the other activities.
There are many sports that do not get transportation, or only get one-way
transportation. This is an unequal school decision, for those that do pay a "trainors
fee" already.
If you are going to do this kind of fee, then you also are obligated to let the tax
payors know about all the fees you already of requiring, and show how this will all
balance out for equality.
If we make every student pay an equal fee, regardless of their level of activity we
are essentially punishing those that simply want to do a club/event, and are not
part of the bigger athletics scene.
We will lose these students and our school system will become less advantagous
for all students to be considered individual and equal based on their own
uniqness.
If a fee is charged the High Schools need to make sure they are higlighted on the
announcements, in the media and in the school calendar. I do not see many of
these on the fliers that go out for baseball, football, soccer and lacrosse. If you
impose pay equally, you need to balance that with equal media attention.

Our school budget is suffering, but our students should not become sub-par to
this.
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153 This survey is written very poorly and I don’t see how it is going to answer your Apr 8, 2010 3:58 PM
questions.

think that a participation fee is something that is going to HAVE to happen, yet, I
don’t think you can get the answers to the amount by not providing parents with
information about what a program costs. For example, if my son played football it
~s much more expensive then if my son were in a play, I would expect a
~articipation fee, but it should be different amounts.

You are attempting to ask complex questions with a simple survey. It is not going
to work.

A fee is necessary, how the fees are determined is something that has to be
researched.

154 feel that Portage Public schools has done a horrible job organizing the budget forApr 8, 2010 4:07 PM
sports as well as academics. No reason why anyone should be paying for a sport
or no a penny more than 50 per sport including a trainer fee that most athletes
don’t even use like when I was in PPS school.

155 Cutting middle school athletics would severly hurt the skill level of the athletes in Apr 8, 2010 4:08 PM
HS.

We already provide many rides to and from event for MS and HS. Cutting further
would be fine but do it fairly, not just for the girl sports while leaving football buses
to and from the Mckanley field!

156 Middle School activities should NOT be eliminated. It is vital for children in this Apr 8, 2010 4:12 PM
age group to have sports and after school activities.

157 I would pay for my kids to be involved in extra curricular activities. Although, It Apr 8, 2010 4:16 PM
needs to be a reasonable fee. No one should be excluded for not being able to
pay. Also, it would be a great disappointment not to have these activities for the
kids. These activities help to promote healthy choices for our children. We need
to send the message that this is important to us as parents and that it is important
to administrators as well.

158 I am willing to pay just about anything, but if band, marching band, etc slithers outApr 8, 2010 4:19 PM
of paying I will fight bitterly to not let go of a single penny of my post tax dollars. If
marching band is not considered an extra curricular activity I will be very angry
about all of this.., it is considered to be worthy of an athletic class, and can get a
student out of a gym credit. Again, I don’t mind paying for anything, but let’s be
fair. You will give gym credit to the marching band, so that makes it extra-
curricular. Again, I will pay to play, but not if the band kids aren’t.., then I will fight
this with everything in me.
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159 The fee should be built on or related to the cost of the program and should Apr 8, 2010 4:27 PM
consider how much parents already pay to facilitate their children’s participation.

Equity between schools should be considered, ie a program should have a fee or
not have a fee based on the program. I understand some programs are "classes"
at one school and not at the other. Serious consideration should be given to
moving ALL non-core curriculum to outside the school day, like yearbook, student
government, newspaper, etc.

Consideration should be given to eliminating those programs available elsewhere
~n the community, minimizing the duplication.

Getting ALL children to participate in at least one extra-curricular is more impotant
that providing multiple opportunities to a few.

Providing transportation should be determined based on cost effectiveness and
!parental preference. Where multiple PPS schools participate, transportation
should be shared.

ALL THIS IS PREDICATED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT ADMINISTRATION
HAS LOOKED AT AND REDUCED ALL ADMINISTRATIVE OR OTHER NON-
STUDENT COSTS, LIKE OUTSOURCING BASIC FUNCTIONS LIKE PAYROLL.
AND, ALL ACADEMIC OFFERINGS HAVE BEEN ANALYZED AND
STREAMLINED TO ASSURE PPS OFFERS ONLY THE BEST ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS AT THE LOWEST COST.

160 You do not ask how many fees I pay - do I pay the same for a middle/high school Apr 8, 2010 4:44 PM
play as I do for my football player? Do I pay one fee per year if my student does
volley ball and drama until I reach the maximum. My football player receives
credit for his high school PE reguirement (1/2 credit) - now why do I have to pay
for that?

161 don’t believe an annual participation fee is the way to go. A family with one childApr 8, 2010 4:54 PM
participating in one sport would be paying a premium price. How about a per
activity fee and offer a family maximum for those with several children in several
activities. Should I pay $150 per year for one child in one activity while another
family has 3 children in 2 activites paying the same price? If transportation needs
to be eliminated it needs to be eliminated for ALL sports. My daughter played
varsity tennis last year and I believe the parents provided transportation to all
away matches and it worked out fine. I do understand booster money might be
paying for transportation for other sports and not out of the budget. Bottom line is
I really don’t like the annual participation fee. I really believe there needs to be a
choice to pay a per activity fee or an annual family maximum.

162 The participation fee should be based on activity. For example, a club does not Apr 8, 2010 5:01 PM
usually require much cost but a sport does.
Also, maybe parents should consider carpooling instead of bussing transportation.
You should give the participation choices as 2 columns (with transportation
3rovided to away events, and no transportation provided). After seeing it this way,
3arents may choose to give up the busses.

163 If PPS does not maintin its athletic program and continues to make cuts and Apr8, 2010 5:01 PM
increase fees- students will look to go elsewhere. We are already behind many
districts in terms of quaility facilties (ie. McCamley is an embarrassment) and it
won’t take much to lose all we save by charging fees when kids choose to got to
neighboring districts like Mattawan, Schoolcraft, Vicksburg, etc.
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164 would like you to consider sliding scale fees. We unfortunately are one of those Apr8, 2010 5:15 PM
families who make too much to qualify for much assistance, but don’t make
enough to be able to afford extras. Paying for team items in addition to a sports
fee would be very difficult. It’s hard enough to manage the team fees. For most of
,the time when my kids were/are in sports, we have been a two parent working
family so transportation can be difficult. I think that providing transportation
from/during school times would allow greater participation and have parents pick
up their kids at least at local events would help. I think the distance could be as far
as Battle Creek w/o causing too much trouble. Parental pick up could be
facilitated from permission slips to ensure no student is w/o transportation. I also
ithink that having a schedule of expected or anticipated fees for all team costs
available before the season starts would be very helpful for families to plan. One
good time to distribute the information is at middle and high school orientation and
again when students express interest in the sport, updated annually or biannually.

realize that the school district is struggling to provide the same level of education
~n difficult times. At the same time, a fee of $150/year or $100/sport could easily
mean that my child will be unable to play. Would the district consider a monthly
)lan of $10-$20 per month? That would be much more affordable for us as we
have just enough each week to cover expenses.

165 can not afford paying for a middle schooler and a senior varsity football player. IApr8, 2010 5:35 PM
lost my job and it is hard enough to survive. I am not willing to put all of their hard
work just because I cannot afford it. There should be scholarships for those in
hardship. I really want them to participate in extra curricular participation! Thank
you!

166 For low income families start a scholarship fund that could be funded by Portage Apr 8, 2010 5:47 PM
families who would like to contribute.

167 1. Find other ways to manage budget rather than compromising development ofApr8, 2010 5:49 PM
children. We pay too much in property taxes as it is.
2. Eliminate waste and non-value added processes in school operations by
embracing "lean" principles. There are many parents who can help do this for no
charge.

168 In a time where parents pay $600 or more for their kids to play on travel-teams forApr8, 2010 6:09 PM
various sports. I feel it’s important for kids to play sports for their schools and
communities. We need to make participation affordable, so kids can represent
their schools and communities. But, I also feel we need to charge
athletics more than the other activities do to higher expenses for
travel,uniforms,coaches,practice facility costs,larger teams and the fact that sports
generate revenue through ticket sales. Activities that are primarily intellectual
should not be charged as much as an athletic activity, do to the fact that they do
not offer the entertainment value a sports activity does, nor are the teams as
large, they don’t play on expensive fields or courts and the travel for away events
is not as involved as for sports teams and all their equipment. Also, the
investment we make in the kids that participate in the intellectual activities can
only come back to benefit us as a society when they graduate and go out into the
world.

169 If you eliminate or charge a fee to participate in school activities I believe you will Apr 8, 2010 7:06 PM
lose a huge amount of students. I believe that your teenage pregnancy will
increase and so would your drop out rate. Some students maintain thier good
grades because of being a part of a team, that has homework tables and other
students to do their homework with and an incentive to get good grades.

170 We do not have children in the system, but we do have grandchildren and we Apr 8, 2010 7:24 PM
would be happy to help with the fees: It is important that the Portage Schools
maintain their standards: academic and extracurricular. We would like to know
more about low-income students. We would like a fair and equitable system but
one that does ask the same of low-income students as is asked of others. Thank
you for giving us an opportunity to take the survey.
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171 Fees should be paid by ALL participants. Should be responsibility of each Apr 8, 2010 7:47 PM
participant to come up with the fee. School should not have a waiver program.

If they are going to eliminate transportation then they should allow students with a
driver’s license to drive to away games.

iMiddle school sports should be eliminated and the schools should work with local
youth sports agencies such as Little Leagues, Elite Basketball and Rocket
Football to ensure that they have age levels for middle school age kids.

Fee should not influence coaches on playing time.

172 Eliminate buses to away events - there are plenty parent volunteers- PN has Apr 8, 2010 8:06 PM
reduced this expense but PC has not - there is no reason why PC needs a bus to
come over to PN and back - how ridiculous!

173 would fully back the addition of fees but a lot of these fee’s seem a bit high. ThisApr8, 2010 8:34 PM
year I couldn’t even consider South Portage LL due to not having the $85.00
available.

174 Participation fees don’t make sense considering the token 2 minutes of time in a Apr8, 2010 8:51 PM
game that many students get on athletic teams.

175 The athletic activities vary dramatically in the costs involved. And, there are Apr 8, 2010 8:54 PM
additional costs families incur to buy the equipment to be able to participate. The
costs you’ve put forward on first glance seem high. It might be easier for families
to look at if you put out some info on the contact hours that are involved, i.e., the
number of hours coaches put in when working with the kids. Most sports now ask
3arents to give money to help provide food, attend special events, and provide
recognition awards for coaches, so you’ll need to clarify if a fee is implemented
what it will be applied toward.

176 Parents now pay fees( some very hefty ones too) for lots of other places for extra Apr 8, 2010 9:07 PM
activities for children. These fees added up are more than the schools seem to be
looking at so I see no problem with the fees listed. It may be best for middle
school to only be intramural at this time period.

177 If you are going to charge a fee to play sports, you need to charge a fee for ALL Apr8, 2010 9:09 PM
activities!! This includes all of the clubs and scholastic teams as well. The fee
should be uniform across the board. Athletes should not pay any more for their
activities than non-athletes, especially when certain sports generate revenue for
the school.

178 Before any consideration is given to enact a pay to participate fee, the district Apr 8, 2010 9:17 PM
needs to show that it has maximized all possible savings opportunities related to
administrative overhead and support services, such as privatizing non-teaching
services.

179 I honestly don’t know where the money will come from but I don’t want to see the Apr8, 2010 11:05 PM
opportunities to participate go away. I spend what I earn and I save for my
children’s education and my retirement. We have a family budget for activities and
each child has an amount allocated to them. Every year, it’s more and more.
Higher priced school supplies, more field trips, group snack, supplies for parties,
fundraisers, I feel like I’m nickled and dimed constantly. I’ve often said, charge me
a flat fee for each child and be done with it. Make the fee include EVERYTHING.
I’m tired of feeling like a bad parent for saying "No" or guilty for forgetting a can
drive or penny fund-raiser or jump rope for heart. We haven’t gotten increases in
wages to keep up with all the requests. I don’t do debt. Make it reasonable and
make it include everything, not just extra-curriculars.
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180 This survey is difficult to answer the questions because there has been no Apra, 2010 11:07 PM
information provided about what the current budget is and what current budget
shortfalls are projected. In general I’m not infavor of fee for particpation~
~Sideline and Competitive Cheerleading which is
~~curren-yy self ft~nded by parents and Boosters. The atheletic
Department only provide a few hundred dollars towards the program. This year I
have already paid in excess of $2,000.00 in required direct costs for my daughters
participate,(Tumbling, shoes, uniforms, fundraising costs). Not to mention the
transportation cost to and from event for the team because buses are not routinely
provided. If I am being required to pay a fee for service, I would like those funds
used to cover costs for my daughters sports and not subsidize other sports that
cost the PPS more money than Cheeerleading.

181 It was difficult to determine fees out of context of actual average cost of Apra, 2010 11:14 PM
maintaining sports/current # participants.

182 Extra activities are just as important as core classes to make a well rounded Apr 8, 2010 11:24 PM
person.

183 Keep Middle school activites!!!! Apr 8, 2010 11:26 PM

184 l lf we as parents pay for our children to play, I would like to see all sports treated Apr 8, 2010 11:52 PM
equally. There are good programs, with excellent coaches that deserve more
respect than is received. Mr. Riggs plays favorites and I’ve personally had a less
than pleasant experience with him. I also think that the position of shopping for the
concession areas needs to be posted for a replacement. The women that
currently holds this position has no children currently attending PPS and I
question her loyalty to our programs. My experiences with her have been a
whirlwind at best.

185 Extra-curricular activites were/are extreemly important for my children. I think thatApr 8, 2010 11:57 PM
the School Board should be encouraging students to be involved in a variety of
activities, not discouraging participation by charging a fee. Academics is just one
3art of an education, there is a great deal of growth and learning that can occur by
being involved in extra-curricular activities.

186 We need the school to provide transportation, not every can make it to the school Apr 9, 2010 12:02 AM
games,

187 Somewhat off the subject of "pay to participate", I would recommend allowing Apr9, 2010 12:28 AM
"school of choice" within the KRESA district. PPS would be adding students
($7400 ea.) who’s parents care about a quality education and "pay to participate"
may not be a concern.

188 Fees should pay directly for the activity for which they are being charged (unlike Apr 9, 2010 1:48 AM
the current athletic fee which supports only football). Each activity should be
completely self sufficient and not subsidized by other activities.

189 Our family spends hundreds of dollars per school year, to attend our child’s Apr 9, 2010 2:22 AM
sporting events, booster "dues" and costs associated with each sport. In addition,
two of our children also play fee required sports aside from their schools. We
cannot afford additional costs. We support reducing or eliminating transportation
vs. pay to play. Thank you.

190 I have no idea what it costs to have extra curricular events, so I can’t comment onApr 9, 2010 2:33 AM
what’s reasonable.
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191 To charge a fee will be a BAD IDEA, as you will see from my responses. I Apr 9, 2010 3:44 AM
however think stopping busing would be ok. Also I think we need to change our
busing situation all together. #1 to allow students who are being redistricted to get
a bus to their original school will be VERY costly, but my understand is that is
what the district plans to do! Stopping at every single corner is NOT needed. Let
the kids walk .5 miles to a bus stop, this will save a large amount of time and
money. The situation I see is in Ashton Farms where the bus goes through the
neighborhood for HS and MS and makes no less then 4 stops, it could be done
with 1 Stop, this would save atleast 5 minutes with travel to areas that are not
needed and the additional stop and go. It would save money in time, gas, and
maintaining of the busing fleet for the replacement of breaking equipment and
such.

192 Per activity will kill particpation especially spring sports. One fee, play as many asApr 9, 2010 11:26 AM
you want is the only way to go

193 I think it is rediculous to have students pay to play sports. Athletics are such a Apr9, 2010 11:54 AM
building block for a student’s development, there should not be pay to play. A lot
of families would not be able to afford to play, which in turn would eliminate their
chances of moving on to play college sports for a scholarship. Athletics teach
teamwork, responsibility and cooperation. If anything, cutting some of the lower
participation extra-curricular activities school wide would be a better idea.
Charging families for debate, band, choir, etc. Eliminating athletics from middle
school is an even worse idea. THis is the prime development stage for students.
To take away their chance at socializing, self-esteem building and teamwork skills
would be devastating to their development. High school athletics would take a
huge hit if the middle school teams were cut. (ex: football) I think there are plenty
of other areas that the district could cut from rather than making students and
families pay to play the sport they love. This district has been known for their
ahtletic programs for years. I forsee a big drop in participation in any extra-
curricular activities if families are forced to pay. AI ot of these programs are what
is keeping students out of troubled situations and helping them learn to make the
right decisions. A lot of people in this community would be very disappointed if this
is the path we are headed down.

194 The fee structure should be based per activity with an annual cap per family. It is Apr 9, 2010 12:17 PM
unfair for a one activity family to be paying the same as a five activity family.
These programs, while extremely valuable, are EXTRAcurricular and payment
should be base on how many of these programs a family chooses to use.

195 Can some extra curricular activities be eliminated to save money? Have you Apr9, 2010 12:20 PM
considered only offering those that have a high participation rate?

196 I feel the fee should depend on how much is costs to keep the program around. Apr9, 2010 1:01 PM
For example, I don’t think that a child should have to pay $200 for an extra-
curricular activity that doesn’t recquire any transportation or just doesn’t cost that
much to run. Then you have another child paying $200 for a sport like football,
basketball, etc .... that needs uniforms, transportation, multiple coaches, etc .... I
just think you should come up with a logical fee based on the overall cost of
running a program.

197 If you discontinue middle school extracurriculars, your high school extracurricularsApr 9, 2010 1:33 PM
will diminish!

I think people will leave the district to go to schools that have middle school
programs, or the good athletes will get involved in travel activities and they won’t
come back for high school since travel is more competitive. That would definitely
affect the quality of teams and that translates into poor attendance and gate sales.
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198 We have to remember that some of our most needy students find sports and extraApr 9, 2010 1:40 PM
curricular activities as a way to feel success and keep them out of trouble that
they could possibly stray to. Not providing bussing would be detrimental to these
students as well. Many times their parents are working 2-3 jobs and/or night shifts
and can’t get their child there on a regular basis. Others don’t or can’t afford a car
or the gas. Times are tough all around and we need to consider the impact
charging money will have to these families in particular. I know it will be hard for
some families and choices will have to be made; however other families there will
be no other choice except not to participate. That to me is changing the whole
future of a child who otherwise might finally find success somewhere in his/her
life. Please keep these children in the forefront of your decision making. They
need a voice that you probably won’t hear from through this survey. I hope I gave
them a voice and someone was listening. Thank you.

199 This survey is very bias and was written to obtain a favorable result in support ofApr 9, 2010 1:48 PM
an activity fee. I think Portage (and all schools for that matter) need to learn to
operate on a budget without constantly going back to the people for more
taxes/fees. Just as private business and families do. Start with your most bloated
)art of the budget labor/benefit/retirement costs, bring them into line with the
)rivate sector before you ask us to pay more You are not using our money
responsibly as it is, why would I want to give you any more. And I don’t give me
the line that teachers are underpaidll~~my wife and I both have Graduate
degrees with 10+ years experience yet we don’t have near the wages/benefits we
would if we worked at a school not to mention we have to work 12 months a year

2OO This might have been one of the more inane surveys that I have had the Apr9, 2010 1:51 PM
opportunity to complete. The survey should be about the policy versus what an
iappropriate amount might be. Most parents have no real idea what the costs per
student are and therefore have no idea what would be appropriate. This survey
basically asks what one thinks they would be willing to pay or could afford to pay
for extracurricular activities. Why don’t you engage the community in a broader
policy discussion about the value of extracurriculars, whether athletic and non-
athletic should receive the same treatment, the value of middle school activities,
etc. We should also discuss what extracurricular means. I would suggest it means
’after school’ because we need all the available hours in school to support
academic excellence. Too many non-core academic activities are being handled
with valuable class time. You might consider using professionals to develop your
surveys.

201 Eliminating transportation could result in accidents as teens ride together to theseApr 9, 2010 3:37 PM
events. It may also cause some students to be unable to participate if the parents
are working. If I was coaching, I would want to know that my team was all there
and would all be on time. Perhaps you could have bussing to the game but
students could get there own rides home. I am a little concerned that participation
fee may be on the high end for sports and clubs that do not cost as much to run.
Are all students going to be subsidizing those sports with higher uniform and
equipment cost? Will you be looking at income and the number of people in the
household to determine the financial burden on families or will it just be those that
get reduced lunch who will have a lower fee? Good lucK. It can’t be easy to
make all these decisions.

2O2 If a fee is charged for extracurricular activities, the entire accounting process Apr 9, 2010 4:02 PM
needs to be posted on online (or otherwise made available) so that the
income/expenditures are visible to all. This appears to be a siginificant amount of
money being discussed, and its use needs to be completely disclosed.
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203 Extra curricular activities, both athletics and the arts, are instrumental in provided Apr9, 2010 5:04 PM
one more avenue for children to be successful in school. It is important that our
kids feel part of a team or group, that they have an opportunity to shine and show
their strengths. Being part of a school group will encourage tolerance and
acceptance amongst the kids as well! I do believe transportation should be
)rovided to away games, unless the coaches are able to facilitate rides for those
children whose parents cannot leave work to transport! I think that those parents
who can afford to pay to play will do so willingly. Scholarship or sponsorships can
be available for those families who cannot afford it. (At the bottom of the
registration form, a parent could have the option to donate an additional $5.00 -
$10.00 dollars to sponsor a child whose family cannot afford for them to play)
Build up the pot for those children to participate! Once again, sports, choir,
drama.., all extracurricular activites are so important for children. If they are not
attending these organized activities after school, they may opt to participate in
unsupervised activities that will get them into trouble!

2O4 think extra-curricular activities at both the high school and middle school levels Apr9, 2010 5:19 PM
are very important for our children and our community. Children continue to learn
from extra-curricular activities and I would hate to see them cut for lack of funding.
We pay for the activities and programs our children are involved in away from
school. If they are involved in school acitivites instead, why shouldn’t we help
contribute to the cost if needed. I do not want to see them set so high that it
discourages families from participating. If kids stay involved in activities, they are
less likely to be out causing trouble or just sitting around playing video games.

2O5 This is been a mind boggling to me when our kids from Kindergarten to high Apr 9, 2010 5:28 PM
school are asked to get donations or collect empty pop cans so school can raise
money for our kids activities. On the other hand our government donate Billions
of dollars i.e. for example $30,000,000,000 to other countries but we keep cutting
school budget, lay off teachers and even take away kids activities.
My question why don’t we figure how much of begging (donations) kids can raise
from empty pop cans and other small items?
Thank you!

2O6 I do not agree with an Annual fee. The price per activity should be dependent onApr9, 2010 5:31 PM
the expense of the activity. If football cost more to run than soccer then to play
football should cost more to play soccer.

207 I strongly disagree with an annual fee because if a student trys out for an acitivty Apr9, 2010 5:49 PM
and doesn’t make the team parents have essntially wasted money or overpaid. I
strongly feel that the extracurricular activities are a very important part of the
development and growth for the children both physically and academically and it
would be very heartbreaking if they were eliminated. I hope and pray that as a
community we are able to come up with a reasonable solution for our children (our
future leaders) to continue to have the oppurtunity to participate in these skill
building and developmental activities.

208 To save on costs, a fee should be chgarged. It is a choice for students to play or Apr9, 2010 6:51 PM
not.

2O9 AYSO Annual Fee $80 Apr9, 2010 6:53 PM
WPLL Annual Fee $80 just for comparison
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210 have paid between $600 and $800 each for my boys to be in travel baseball. I Apr 9, 2010 6:59 PM
have paid $200 to $300 for my daughter to be on a fall/spring travel soccer team.
In addition I have transported them and paid the cost of the hotels we have stayed
in and feed them for overnight events.

Many parents also pay over $120 per month for gymnastics or dance lessons,etc.
let alone the huge cost of KOHA hockey!!

The school activities have been a STEAL compared to what is paid externally.
The fees suggested are all very reasonable.

My only concern is that students of low-income may only be able to participate in
school sports or activities due to the free or very reduced cost. I do not want to
exclude these children due to cost that can not be afforded. We must make it
clear and include on all information (announcements, websites, take-home papers
and newsletter) that there is a reduced or no fee for students in need and provide
a consistent individual (athletic director, etc.) at all buildings to confidentially serve
these students. It should not be known to other coaches or players who is having
fees waived.

211 Being a team player in the employment world is vital to success as an adult. Apr9, 2010 7:12 PM
Team sports and extracurricular activities are the most relevant situation for
students to gain this understanding of working for the good of the team and
supporting one another. These activities, as well as music and arts, are
necessary for Portage Schools to bring well rounded students into adulthood.

would prefer a per activity fee for each student with an annual maximum out of
pocket expense for the student, in addition to a per family maximum out of pocket
expense (same idea as medical insurance deductibles). 1 believe these rates
should be on a sliding scale for low and middle income families. In addition, I
believe that payment options should be made available and perhaps some school
organized fund-raising opportunities for those that need/want that option to pay for
their activities.

believe transportation via the school should be maintained as it is quite common
to have two working parents or single parent families who are otherwise tied up at
work and unable to transport their own child to an activity.

Currently band members and choir members have to pay for their outside
activities; the idea of payment to participate in select extracurricular activities
(those that incur a cost to the school district) should be considered, within
reasonable cost guidelines. Those extracurricular activities that do not incur
actual expenses for the district should be continued as a no fee activity.

212 I think that the district should consider eliminating transportation home from away Apr 9, 2010 7:19 PM
events. It would be difficult for working parents to get students to away games
that occur right after school.

I wouldn’t mind an annual fee with the option of paying for it in two payments.

213 Perhaps a transportation cost could be charged like elementary children are Apr 9, 2010 8:52 PM
charged for field trips. ($3.00 per trip)

214 If bussing to games is eliminated, some athletes will have difficulty getting to the Apr 9, 2010 8:55 PM
games. We found this to be the case with lacrosse where frequentlya bus is not
provided. Students need extra curricular activities to not only be well rounded, but
motivate some reluctant learners. Every student needs a place at which they can
excell-classroom and or extra curriculars!

215 We already pay $150 for marching band and $350 for lacrosse, so it would be Apr9, 2010 10:20 PM
great to only pay $150 per activity!

216 ’Activities’ is spelled incorrectly in question 20. Apr9, 2010 11:07 PM
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217 my daughter played high school b-ball for two years, each year it cost 175.00 for Apr 10, 2010 1:39 AM
shoes/trainer pay. You add another fee on top of that and you will have no one
even going out for the teams. Each year taxes go up, schools have less and
parents pay more out of pocket! No wonder more and more people are home
schooling their kids!

218 ~lease do not ask again to answer loaded questions. It does not take a statistics Apr 10, 2010 3:27 AM
major to recognize a survey that has loaded two part questions. We think athletics
are an integral part of an education and should be built into the cost of a public
education that is paid for by our tax dollars. I have never voted against a mileage
proposal, however, I am offended by the questions! We also pay for additional
extracurricular activities for our family.

Disappointed

219 Asking what participation fee is fair is hard for me to answer without knowing whatApr 10, 2010 3:32 AM
the budget shortfall is for the year and what the fee will cover. I chose the lowest
level because I don’t have a clue what the needs are for the activities.

The per activity fee makes more sense because you will find out quickly which
activities parents are willing to support. If an activity can’t be supported financially
it gets dropped. The fee should be proportional to the budget shortfall for that
activity.

Raising money from the community is another way to address budget issues
through booster clubs and business sponsors. I think before dropping an activity,
it could be announced to the general public, the activity will be dropped unless
enough $$$ are present to keep it going. Members in the community may decide
to support an activity even though they no longer have children in the system.

22O strongly support school bus transporting to each event but parents should be Apr 10, 2010 12:00 PM
responsible for transportation home from events.

Good job on the survey ~t
221 Regardless of what is decided, I would rather pay a participation fee than Apr 10, 2010 1:35 PM

eliminate any extracurricular activities.

222 I think busing to away events for a full or nearly full bus is important. I think it Apr 10, 2010 2:13 PM
would be difficult for coaches to monitor who is going where, when the are
leaving, and the possible liability if there was an accident. This would be added
responsibility on coaches that they should not have.

If a student participates in a few activites, paying per activity seems reasonable.
If there are many in a family participating in many activities, one time fee seems
reasonable. I think low income families should also have to pay something. If the
fees are set early enough, the fee is known. If they are not paying, the activities
should be limited to maybe one. Collecting fees and chasing after kids for fees
seems like an added responsibility of the coaches which would take away from
their purpose. Maybe all handled at required parent meetings and athletic office.
tf someone was to be hired to handle this program, keep in mind that cost.

223 Extra-curricular programs are very important to student success and self esteem. Apr 10, 2010 5:20 PM
Please use this opportunity to offer programs with a cost to families rather than
eliminating the positive outcomes from extra-curricular activities.

224 PPS should charge per activity and maintain transportation. Apr 10, 2010 6:31 PM

225 This is ridiculous PPS should have found ways a long time ago to control costs Apr 10, 2010 11:51 PM
now we’re in trouble, we need a significant reduction in middle administration. We
have too many assistant superintendants who do not add enough value and too
many secretaries district wide - look at private industry - secretaries are very rare -
computers allow most professionals to do most of what secretaries used to do.
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226 My son will be Graduating in 2011 but sports are a big part in keeping him Apt 11, 2010 1:22 AM
grounded and an all around good person.

As a person who is very involved with athletics I will also say that some kids
grades get better during thier sport season however I think the minimum grade
should be at least a 2.0

227 Pay to play or pay to participate is fine. Our society (U.S. national/regional/local) Apr 11, 2010 2:53 PM
is suffering from a "no tax/no pay" attitude but that same segment of society
expects all services (roads, schools, security protections, parks, public facilities)to
be free. This is impossible. Until society as a whole is willing to pay higher taxes,
special enrichment activities for students (athletics, clubs, etc.) in schools will
need to be funded by parents.

Thanks for polling us.

228 Transportation costs to extra curricular activities should be paid for by the Apr 11,2010 3:27 PM
participants. Fund raising or other methods should be used.

229 You were tricky in how you worded the questions. I think extra-curricular activitiesApr 11, 2010 6:22 PM
are invaluable and kids should not be charged any fees that go beyond the cost of
their uniform/equipment. For non-athletic activities, kids should only be charged
what has previously been in place. Any contributions made by a family to an
extra-curricular activity should go toward that program and NOT TO THE
SCHOOL. We the parents are paying our taxes and taking care of our children. It
is not up to us to pay your schedule B contracts!!!!!

23O A nice survey, asked lots of important questions. A question and answer section Apr 11, 2010 7:04 PM
on the PPS site would be good. I assume this fee would be paid for activities
where the district has to pay a coach correct? Also I know my kids pay extras
already and I assume that would continue, correct? You folks go the extra mile to
ask our opinion, thank you.

231 recognize the need to explore pay for participation fees. We do have outstandingApr 11, 2010 9:15 PM
extracurricular programs and must attempt to maintain them. Please do not be
short-sighted as you approach these difficult decisions. It cannot simply be
approached as a dollars and cents issue. Particiaption and involvement in school
programs, both athletic and otherwise, have a clear positive impact on student
achievement in school. For many, it makes the difference to encourage them to
stay in school.

232 Consider a sliding scale and donations. Apr 11,2010 11:09 PM

233 PPS needs to show the parents their budget and where the money is being spent Apr 12, 2010 2:23 AM
now before PPS starts charging to participate. Our kids need extra curricular
activities to round out their high school experience.

I’m afraid if you start charging to participate, you will have even more people move
from our school system.

234 Before ANY extra-curricular fee is added, administration had better be FULLY Apr 12, 2010 3:47 AM
PREPARED to explain where the current money is being spent, and what the
additional fees would be used to pay for. I have personal knowledge of instances
of unrestricted use of money being used in sports programs at the "discression" of
various individuals. The use of extra fees to funds unconscionable expenses like
sportswear for wives of coaches is completely unacceptable.

235 As parents that has had two children use the extracurricular activities in the musiciApr 12, 2010 11:13 AM
arena (one athletic activity), we have been paying participation fees for years in
the form of music lessons. The marching band, the school musicals, and for that
matter the National Anthem played before athletic events, are built on students
that can sing or play their instruments very well, and this is the result of music
lessons. To further this thought, our participation fee is far more than $500 a year!

We are glad to see that the No Taxes-I Want Everything for Free folks finally need
to pay for their folly.
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236 would be okay paying for the students to be a part of this however, I would be Apr 12, 2010 12:06 PM
highly upset, if I were the parent paying for my children to play sports and then
watching them set the benches because the couches did not like them. Let’s face
it, in the school sport’s program the coaches have favorites and that is who gets to
play. How will the Portage school district handle that???????

237 Some activities may actually cost the district more so it would be acceptable for Apr 12, 2010 12:27 PM
some activity fees to be based on the cost ratio.

238 PPS OF WHICH BOTH MY WIFE AND I AND OUR FAMILY ARE INVOLVED IN, Apr 12, 2010 12:32 PM
IS COMPLETELY BONKERS TO EVEN CONSIDER PARTICIPATION FEES
FOR ANY ACTIVITY ! THIS IS SIMPLY JUST LUDICRIOUS.
~THOUGHT THIS UP ??
OBVIOUSLY....ONES WITHOUT AN IMPACT THAT FEES WOULD HAVE ON
"THEIR" FAMILY.

WE ARE SIMPLY AGAINST "ANY" FEES WHAT-S0-EVER IN PPS FOR "ANY"
ACTIVITY !

239 I do not mind paying a yearly fee but do not want to pay it in addition to the 460.00Apr 12, 2010 12:35 PM
1 am already paying for my son to play lax and 300.00 I am paying for my
daughter to play.

240 I’m assuming the participation/activity fee would replace the current fee that someApr 12, 2010 12:45 PM
sports (hockey, lacrosse) currently charge. If this fee is on top of those fees then
no fees should be charged.

241 IF YOU WANT TO PLAY YOU HAVE TO PAY. NOTHING IS FREE OR CHEAP Apr 12, 2010 1:34 PM
ANYMORE!!!

242 Athletics and other extra curricular activities are essential in the growth and Apr 12, 2010 1:48 PM
development of our children and young adults. As someone who participated in
both High School musicals and varsity althletics, I can say that within each
community there tends to be a feeling that one is more important than the other.

With that said, I don’t believe that the costs of such programs are similar in nature.
Further, within each side there exists a large disparity in costs of one activity over
another. In short, both budget cuts and subsidies through pay to play should be
consistent across extra-curricular activities, including athletics, band, musicals,
forensics, etc.

Any fee to play should be calculated for all the above based on the budgetary
concerns of the whole. Further, revenues captured by any of the above should go
into a general fund to offset the cost burden assigned to families. It would be
patently unfair to charge nothing for football or school musicals since they
generate revenues and layer a high pay to play burden to band and baseball
which generate virtually no revenue.

Likewise, cutting the budget and placing a burden on families to play for either
athletics or other activities and not the other would also be unfair and
inappropriate.

243 I think extra-curricular activities are a VERY important part of education and we Apr 12, 2010 2:02 PM
should do what ever is necessary to keep these activities available to students.

244 Where are your dollar amounts coming from? Apr 12, 2010 2:37 PM
I have no idea what it costs for the school to run these activities.
Why don’t you create a class for sports...football basketball etc, like you do with
band.
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245 Please do not remove any sports. Once sports are eliminated, the schools will Apr 12, 2010 3:03 PM
never get them back. It’s much easier to scale things back and then increase. The
high school sports teams are extremely successful becuase of quality middle
school feeder programs. If you want winning teams on the HS level, MS sports
need to be affordable for kids/families. Athletics are key to students’ development
both socially and academically. Keep sports!

246 Extran and Co-Curriculum activites plays a huge role in the educational Apr 12, 2010 3:37 PM
experience of our students. It is imperative that we do what we can to continue to
offer these to our kids.

247 I think extra curricular activities is a positive thing for kids to be a part of. It gives Apr 12, 2010 4:31 PM
kids a great way to keep busy and be part of a team.It helps kids have a positive
self esteem.I think that the fee should be reasonible enough where it allows
everyone to afford to play that wants to.

248 I just find myself a bit irritated having to pay even more money into the schools. I Apr 12, 2010 4:55 PM
already have to pay almost $500 for my child to play lacrosse that is not funded by
the schools,for whatever reason. That will double next year when I have two
playing. Then I will have to pay x3 for all the other sports. Of course, we will pay
it, it’s not like we have a choice. I am a strong believer that these activities keep
the children active, healthy and out of trouble.

249 Participation fee must be based on transportation, material, and instructional costsApr 12, 2010 5:58 PM
related to that particular activity. It would be unacceptable to have one "fee" for
any and all activities offered.

25O Maybe some activities should be made unaffiliated club sports and other sports Apr 12, 2010 6:15 PM
that have freshman teams should be eliminated. Also busing should only be
provided for all trips longer than 45min. The school vans should be better utilized
as well as have more of them.

251 All extra curricular activities should require an equal particiption fee. Marching Apr 12, 2010 6:53 PM
band, choir, orchestra, and other activities should not be excluded from
contributing.

252 Consider the caliber and duration of Middle School Activities (i.e. sports) for whichApr 12, 2010 8:24 PM
participation fees would be implemented compared to the High School Sports.
From my experience, there is quite a difference; that should be reflected in the
fees. Also please consider changing all or more of the Middle School Athletics to
intraschool activities (i.e. CMS vs NMS vs WMS) rather than across districts.
Middle School students could continue to be involved in extracurricular sports but
perhaps at much less cost to the district. Also, many Middle School Sports at the
competitive level are currently only available to 7th and 8th graders. Yet I believe
extra-curricular activities are vital to the development of healthy and successful
Middle School students.

253 IPay to Play is good idea and should include all sports offered including club Apr 12, 2010 10:10 PM
sports. I believe that one fee across the board should be paid for all sports. If
there is more than one child in a family participating, I believe that a family rate
should be offered.I

254 These children work so hard to maintain their grades to be able to participate in Apr 12, 2010 11:08 PM
the first place and with the economy already bad for some families those children
could not even pay the fees. Our taxes were supposed to help with this issue. Yet,
we have NEW tennis fields and a base ball fiel!!! It is sad that some children will
not be able to reach their full potential due to a lack of funding for extra-curricular
activities...
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255 As parents of Lacrosse and Hockey players, we have always had to pay for our Apr 13, 2010 12:05 AM
players to play. The problem I see is that this is not the case for all sports. Times
have changed and the costs should be passed on to the player/parents for all
sports/activities. There should be no favortism for any activity, it is wrong to
expect any one given activity to pay while others pay nothing or little to nothing.
There should also be full transparency regarding the costs of these programs, all
activities use resources, and everyone should be able to see those costs.
Transportation, fields, gyms, as well as other resources cannot be eliminated,
although the costs should be minimized and equally spread across the full
spectrum, with no exceptions. If a player cannot afford the cost of their chosen
activity, partially funded scholarships should be an option.
Paying to play is not inherently wrong, having discrepancies dependent on the
longevity of an extracurricular activity is wrong and fraudulent.

256 For some of us, we are already paying extremley expensive fees for Lacrosse andApr 13, 2010 1:00 AM
hockey. Adding these fees on top of those fees ($500-600) for LaCrosse and
Hockey ($1,400+) might cause additional hardships. Equity is so important and all
extra curricular events should be charged in the same manner. Safety can’t be
compromised. Additionally, this process needs to also support students who are
on free/reduced lunches or would qualify for such.

257 The answers on this survey pertain to a high school lacrosse player. We already Apr 13, 2010 1:31 AM
pay over $400 registration fee, plus equipment (minimum $300), and NO
transportation accomodation through PPS, to have our child play Lacrosse,
because it is considered a club sport. In the event that an activity fee is charged
for Lacrosse I don’t envision too many families being able to accomodate this in
their budgets.

258 One time fee is the only way to go. A money gathering nightmare any other way Apr 13, 2010 12:51 PM
and pay once and play as many as you want.

259 Some of these questions are difficult to determine because sizes of families vary. Apr 13, 2010 12:56 PM

260 Bussing to the events is enough. As long as the school can get the kids to the Apr 13, 2010 1:04 PM
events, parents can bring them home. Getting them to the events is often hard
because most of the time the events start before some parents get out of work.

261 Any form of fee in my opinion would be too much. This is a public school not a Apr 13, 2010 1:08 PM
private school. If I wanted to pay for these activity’s I would have sent my kids to
a private school. The answer to the money problem is not extra curricular
activity’s, It is in the way the administration spends the money they already have.
They need to learn to spend the money they have properly just like every other
household in America. Learn to budget there money and make better decisions
on what is a NEED and what is a WANT. The schools systems in this country
have gotten on this ( Keeping up with the Jones ) idea for far to long. Lets use
some common sense people!

262 I would strongly prefer an annual activity fee for extra curricular and co-curricular Apr 13, 2010 2:00 PM
programs such as sports, music, drama, etc. I may have missed some because I
am not familiar with all of the extra programs. Previous school districts where we
lived had what was called an activity fee that covered these areas. We also had a
band fee. However, our previous schools provided music instruction as part of the
program and PPS does not provide that service.

If MS extra activities are eliminated you will have a VERY difficult time attracting
new families to the district. Our family would have never moved to this district if
those activities were not available.

263 i feel that familes that have lost there jobs and dont qualifiy for reduce programs Apr 13, 2010 2:13 PM
should also meet low income fee’s for sports etc.
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264 I have one son in one activity, and so the fees you propose are TOO HIGH. We Apr 13, 2010 2:15 PM
passed a millage only a short time ago to avoid this from happening. I would like
to know if that millage is still in place. Please e-mail me at

...... Thank you.

265 am concerned that the charging of fees will hinder participation of students fromApr 13, 2010 5:33 PM
low-income families. If fees are instituted, I suggest that a scholarship fund be set
up that low-income families could apply to so that the children of these families
could continue their extra-curricular activities. There are many middle- and upper-
income families in Portage who might be willing to donate to such a fund. If that
didn’t provide enough income, the extra-curricular groups themselves could do car
wash-type or bread-drive fund-raising activities. No student should be excluded
from participating because his or her parents are low-income. If a student is on
the free- or reduced-lunch program, that student shouldn’t have to pay an extra-
curricular fee.

266 The benefit of a good public school system like Portage is it offers many no cost Apr 13, 2010 8:39 PM
programs for kids to take advantage of and learn important life skills. If
absolutely needed, I feel a minimal charge of say $50 annually is acceptable and
should include most/as many activities as the student desires to partake in. For
high cost activities that require transportation, uniforms, equipment, etc. I feel it is
acceptable to require a small additional fee to particpate. I feel strongly that any
fees should be assesed on truely an AS NEEDED basis, not just "pay (blank)
dollar amount per activity so the school can maintain a surplus for that activity".

267 Living in Portage and paying taxes for Portage Public Schools, I have concerns Apr 13, 2010 11:44 PM
iabout "Pay to Play" when the tax payers are being asked on a regular basis to
come up with additional money to fund our schools. It seems to me that a
participation fee might not be required if the funds that are already available are
used in such a way that extra curricular activities can be included in the budget.
When do the requests for additional funds stop? We have just agreed to pay 80
million + to build brand new schools. I am opposed to "Pay to Play." I am very
tired of being constantly asked to adjust my lifestyle and come up with the extra
funds out of my family’s budget, when the Portage Public Schools refuse to do the
same.

268 feel very strongly that extra activities are a key component in raising healthy and Apr 14, 2010 12:17 AM
active children. For some children, this is the area that builds their confidence and
self esteem. It often teaches them to work together and it builds relationships.
For many, this will be the one time in their life where they are able to play on a
team or explore their potential in an area.

think it is a shame that we are even considering pay to play. There will be kids
that won’t qualify as low income and yet, their parents will not be able to afford to
pay to play. Personally I already know 1 player who isn’t playing lacrosse this
year due to the fees involved.

269 Families who do not have students participating in extra curricular activities shouldApr 14, 2010 1:11 AM
not have to pay a fee. That is unreasonable. Small fees that won’t fund the
program but reduce the budget line items would be acceptable. The fees that
were proposed in this survey will enable to children from wealthy families to
participate as well as the students who are from low income families who will
undoubtedly be able to participate for free. That leaves the middle income
families struggling to make these opportunities available to their children. I would
rather see small fees for programs that are maintained in coordination with the
elimination of some programs. No one likes to see a program eliminated if it is the
one they are involved in, but I would prefer to see students continue to be able to
choose from whatever programs are offered fee free rather than having public
school extra curricular activities that are not available to all due to the financial
burden to families.
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270 Please keep in mind when assessing a pay to play participation fee, that most Apr 14, 2010 2:49 AM
sports already require a rather large fee for uniforms, shoes, food, transportation
etc. Also, many students who participate in sports in Portage schools are multi-
sport athletes. Pay to play could be extremely expensive for family’s whose
students play multiple sports. This new fee may also drastically reduce booster
club donations for each sport.

271 Perhaps the fee should be based on length on activity as well, something that Apr 14, 2010 4:07 AM
meets over the entire school year twice a week should be a larger fee than
something that only last six weeks.
Fee could also be lowered if transportation is not used for that activity-parents
attend events and most private schools must rely on parent transportation, PPS
can too. A bus for 8-10 kids is a waste of fuel and bus driver wage. No matter
what clubs,activities and sports should NOT be dropped, these help make
students at PPS great and well rounded! It keeps them busy and connected
outside of the school. Activites and sports outside of PPS require a fee, there is
no place one can play soccer, basketball or any other club for free. Just try to
keep the fee lower than those "other places" so kids can be a part of their school
and bring pride to PPS!

272 If there are any kids that cannot play because they cannot pay is wrong and I Apr 14, 2010 4:09 AM
hope some type of fund is set up so that they may participate. I would gladly help
out any child that could not afford to participate.

273 I think after school sports and activities are important. It seems that every year weApr 14, 2010 11:58 AM
are asked to contribute more and more for uniforms, equipment etc...I would
rather just pay an annual fee and get it over with. And I think the fundraisers are
stupid. No one wants to buy useless tickets to help out the teams. Finally, I am
concerned that these proposed fees will negatively impact low income students.
Often, more than other kids, these after school activities are critical-it gives them a
chance to excell, and gets them out of unfortunate home situations.

274 I am not a big fan of pay to participate in general. Portage has many pieces in Apr 14, 2010 12:26 PM
place that help to off set costs. For instance you are in the process of asking us
to approve a sinking fund renewal at the same time you are asking us to pay more
for our children to participate in extra curricular activities.

I realize times are tough but I would be more in favor of seeing the board spend
down some of their fund equity then I would to continue to ask the public to
support building and maintainance costs as well as pay to participate.

The reality is that whatever fee you assign to this, if it in fact does pass is not
going to cover all of a parent’s expense. When you factor in equiptment and our
own travel expenses and camps and the like we are already paying a great deal
to help our children stay involved. I realize these are extra events but at the same
time the board needs to recognizet that many of our families are struggling to
make ends meet to and to continually ask us to support things that in my opinion
should be part of a public educational experience is not acceptable.

I am a big supporter of public education but it is getting harder and harder to
justify with continued monies being passed on to the public.

275 Our main concern is the students who are unable to come up with the money to Apr 14, 2010 12:37 PM
pay a fee. We would hate to see them left out of participating. If families feel they
cannot afford the fee, the atheltic programs could disentegrate.

276 I am strongly in favor of maintainint the excellent extra-curricular programs at the Apr 14, 2010 12:54 PM
ihigh school and middle school levels. I support the Pay-To-Play concept. What
safeguards are in place to trigger the elimination of these fees once the economy
heals itself? I strongly urge that this question be answered in the public domain.
believe that Portage parents are very willing to support this concept. They also
are very wary of this becoming a permanent "fix".
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277 think you have to look at each sport and how much they cost instead of making aApr 14, 2010 1:09 PM
one size fits all participation fee. If my child is in a "cheaper" sport, I don’t want to
pay for someone else’s kid to play a more "expensive" sport and vice versa. I
definitely don’t like the idea of annual fee for a "family". I don’t want to pay $300
for 2 kids, while someone else pays $300 for 6. I also don’t like one participation
fee - if my child plays one sport and someone else’s child plays 3, we shoudn’t
pay the same amount. Thank you for taking our comments!

278 While I have no children in PPS now, I had 2 children graduate from Northern. Apr 14, 2010 4:10 PM
They both participated in a wide variety of athletic and non-athletic events

279 As a parent of female swimmers and tennis players I have been paying 100++ Apr 14, 2010 5:29 PM
dollars each season for uniforms, transportation to less then 1/2 of the contests
and other things????? I have put in many hours driving to and from, also
volunteering at each event. I figure that is about another $400 a season. It has
always struck us as funny that Portage hasnt said all along we are a "pay-to -
play" school.        Oh, I guess if you are a male football player, basketball or
baseball player, they have never payed to play. Is this how Portage gets away
with saying we are not a pay to play now?

If we go to pay-to-play we will need to do some serious fundraising to be sure
there is pleanty of scholarship money for those who cant afford to pay, It is all
about the children and every child deserves to play even if they cant pay.

28O Start charging all individuals entering, this includes portage school employees, Apr 14, 2010 8:47 PM
they should not get in free nor should their families. If portage started budgeting
their money better, like other school are, there shouldnt be a problem. Why would
I pay the school for middle of the pack coaching, when you can play on travel
teams and get grants, and get top of the line coaching.

281 Sports and other extra-curricular activities are an important part of the total social Apr 14, 2010 11:24 PM
and educational experience to create well rounded students. However, the fees
charged need to be reasonable to ensure that all can participate, but also need to
be equitably based upon the cost of each particular activity. Another option to
raise money might be to charge admission to ALL sports events. Parents of
soccer and football players already raise money for their particular sports through
boosters and concessions as well as paying admission to watch their children
play. Since this is a public school system that we also support through tax
revenue, I fail to see just how much this administration feels that we should have
to pay.

282 It would be very helpful to have information from comparable districts who have Apr 15, 2010 2:57 AM
implemented participation fees and how they have developed committees to
oversee the distribution of those funds. Assessment options for lower income
families would also have to be studied to ensure that socioeconomic status
doesn’t become a barrier to participation. One large challenge will be determining
whether all activities are assessed equal amounts. Getting the arts community
and sports community on the same page will require a deft touch by school
administrators and the oversight committee.
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283 School districts all over the state are facing financial difficulties, but most other Apt 15, 2010 1:10 PM
schools, have found a way to manage their money so that there isnt a pay to play
fee. With this fee, you will loose several students that may not being starting
players in sports, or ones that only participate in 1 or 2 events like track and
swimming. Portage needs to figure out a way to still engage these students and
allow all students to participate without having parents hand over more money. If
my child wanted to participate in a sport, and there was a travel sport available, I
would look and see where they would get a better experience, including coaching,
competition, etc. My feelings on this is that the school needs to figure out other
measures instead of repeatedly asking for additional funds from families.
Everyone is hurting in this economy, and parents should not be put in a position of
choosing whether to let their kids play sports or pay a bill, contribute to college,
contribute to retirement. This is an unfair solution to many. If this is put in place
then do the parents get a say in the coaching staff? I hope that the schoolboard
will quit looking at a quick fix that will affect everyone, and search for a fix like the
other schools in the state have.

284 Extracurricular activities are a valuable part of a student’s education. Most Apr 15, 2010 1:22 PM
successful people participated in extracurricular activities. However, all students
should have the.same opportunities to participate. Once fees are charged, some
students will not participate regardless of the option of not paying. They will just
not pursue the option, either by not asking their parents or because of
embarassment. This also is true for transportation. If they know their parents
can’t provide transportation, they will not ask to participate. However, I also
believe that all activities should be available. That is what attracts people to
Portage Schools. If you start eliminating activites, which ones will go first? Not
the football team. It will be more obscure opportunities or less attendance
activities. This is a very difficult issue. I truly believe that everything should be
available for free with transportation provided. That is the only way everyone can
truly participate.

285 I did not answer some questions do to the fact that more information is needed. Apr 15, 2010 2:48 PM
You should not decide to charge both sporting and non-sporting activities the
same without knowing what the schedules are projected to be. I am disappointed
that the choir, marching band and orchestra would not be charged for their extra
activities. Without a football team, you would not need a marching band. This
things co-exist, if it is an extra expense then it should all be considered. Why do
you need a forensic, debate, drama club or team if the only way you compete is
away. By the way it is worded in the survey these things are covered but sporting
events are not, but yet the district places a high importance on how our athletic
teams preform. How is that fair? If you want to participate in activities that are
outside of the regular school day then you should be prepared to pay for it. As for
low-income families...that is a catch 22. There are some many who use the
system to get everything they can. There has to be some way for them to be
responsible for some portion of their participant to make them accountable.
Please revise the survey with more direct questions.

286 Academics should come first as that is truly the purpose of the school district, any Apr 15, 2010 5:19 PM
funds that are currently pulling from the academic program should be where our
administration and school board should be looking. These areas need to go to a
"pay to participate" status. This includes non-athletic extracurriculars. Maybe
some creative teaming up with the "travel" teams needs to be investigated.

287 We would prefer to have a one time participation fee instead of a fee for each Apr 15, 2010 6:39 PM
extra-curricular activity. Also, if you don’t have children at the middle school or
high school level, we shouldn’t have to pay that fee.
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288 Why would a parent pay for their kid to play and pay to enter to watch their kid Apr 15, 2010 7:23 PM

play. Portage wants to use our kids to draw in crowds for sports, and still charge
the families that are providing the entertainment. This is absurd. Portage needs
to quit taking from the kids and their families and live within their means. Other
school districts have and still have sports that do not have to be pay to play. Why
wouldnt I move to one of those areas??? Portage may have good teachers, but

iwith the correct parental guidance, a child can succeed anywhere, not to mention
in another school distric, the competition wont be so steep, so they have a better
chance at being top of their class. Portage needs to quit assuming that the
families here want to pay for all this. Research it find a way to make it work that
doesnt cost the families anymore. YOu got your new schools quit trying to take
more and not give back

289 thank you Apr 16, 2010 3:16 PM

290 THERE IS NOT GOING TO BE A GOOD ANSWER TO THE FEE. THERE WILL Apt 17, 2010 1:05 PM

BE ALOT OF CHILDREN THAT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
ACTIVITIES DUE TO THE MONEY WANTED. AND YOU WILL FIND SOME .OF
YOUR BEST ATHLETES ARE FROM THE POORER FAMILIES DUE THAT
THEY ARE DRIVEN MORE TO MAKE SOMETHING OF THEMSELVES.       ..

291 Re transportation: the Students can get themselves there is the event is close, ex.Apr 17, 2010 2:34 PM
20 miles. If further away, the school should bus; the driver drop off the students,
then leave. There is no reason to pay the driver to sit around and there are
always parents at the events to take their students home. However, it is too much
to expect a higher school to drive an hour away before a game, get there on time,
play the game and then drive home again.
Re the fees: the parents already put much time and effort and money into the
program. I can see a small fee but many parents already contribute to the booster
~clubs, athletic wear, concession stand, even field maintenance.
Raising the entrance fee is ridiculous. It’s too high already. It has priced many
~arents of younger children out of coming. If the price were lower, parents of
elementary school children would be more inclined to go to the games. You could
build community support. I took my children and each brought one friend to a
high school basketball game when they were in elem. school. I was shocked how
expensive it was for us all to get in. We never went again until our children played.
Some college events are cheaper than the high school ones.
I also think free and reduced participants should pay. They need to feel like they
are putting something into it. When one has no investment there is no incentive.

292 For most of the activities my children have participated in, parents have provided Apt 17, 2010 3:16 PM
transportation. For all of the activities, parents provide much support in
organization, snacks, drinks, paying for uniforms, etc. Honestly, I feel maxed out.
In my opinion, an additional fee would likely lead many to drop out or expect the
parents would have to contribute less time and incidental expenses. If a fee were
initiated, I would favor a per activity fee scaled appropriately to the activity (some
activities are clearly much more expensive than others).

293 With travel sports available, Portage will loose out on good athletes because if Apr 18, 2010 2:36 AM
parents have to pay, they will chose to go with a travel team that is chosen by
them and fits their budget. Athletics is an outlet for the kids and keeps them
working hard on their grades and showing their school spirit. With the economy in
the disasterous state that it is, families are struggling and wont be willing to pay
for both travel and school sports, with this being known why would a family
~choose school sports that doesnt always have good competition when travel
sports are placed on the kids ability. Coaching is constantly kept up to date in
travel where in school sports, its kinda an entitlement and coaches that really dont
do anything because the travel sports have prepared these kids sit back and reap
the benefits. Coaching should be evaluated by the parents of these kids yearly,
and coaching that is lacking should be bidded out. With less than half of the
schools in michigan having pay to play, Portage needs to evaluate how to serve
the community without passing this
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1294 ’Without knowing transportation costs per activity it is difficult to make an informed A3r 18, 2010 7:12 PM

decision on middle school transportation costs. Assume most sports have similiar
transportation costs - 1 bus 1 road trip - 8 away games etc.

Most parents would find it difficult to leave work or have to bring/plan daycare for
elem. children to transport middle schoolers to extra activities that happen right
after school not early evening.

295 I have an idea...how ’bout you hold an auction for the 5-star amenities and Apr 18, 2010 10:00 PM

extravagent new schools to raise the money yourselves? You guys lost my
support in your hairbrained ideas the moment you pulled the wool over my eyes
with last school years redistricting vote, and I will be voting no on May 4’s sinking
building millage! You’ve proven your priorities are skewed - no support from me,
and oh, in the event anyone forgets....Iow income is low income--they can’t afford
to pay any fees. Many people who don’t qualify as low income at the obscene
standards as set forth by your documents, as well as the obscene amounts
provided in this survey, also cannot afford to pay fees. Get real, get a grip, and
prioritize.

:296 In my opinon fees should be based on income and transportation should be Apr 19, 2010 2:54 AM

provided
~297 Parents are already paying exorbitant fees for travel sports teams, music lessons,Apt 20, 2010 12:19 AM

etc. We do not want to pay more fees for school extra-curricular activities.

298 If you charge separate activity fees - we will pick and choose what our child Apt 20, 2010 2:08 AM

participates in - or we may drop extra-curriculars altogether.

The current annual fee is $30 - that seems about right.

With all activities that my child participates in there are ALWAYS extra expenses -
travel, admissions, clothing, food, etc...I just plain out DO NOT SUPPORT
additional fees on top of all that.

Already this year I have stopped going to events because of the admission fee
charged.

This is public high school - I am not looking to spend a fortune on this.

299 What about an option to pay an specified amount per activity based on what the Apr 20, 2010 11:34 AM

true expenses would be tied to that activity. I am not sure what my (current)
elementary school student will choose in the future, but my current middle school
student is not actively involved in much, however if an annual fee came into place,
’(good for those whose children do a lot), I might discourage him because we then
Incur a larger fee for one activity. I truly feel that you pay for what you play. Just
like little league, AYSO, Scouts, Summer Camps. A fee tied to each individual
activity that is reasonable in covering costs.

Can scholarships be available for low income students vs. a lower dollar amount
(and other families automatically pick up the difference by paying a higher fee)?
Also I am sure that there are families in the community that would make donations
to a fund to help students that are lower income. This is done with things like
Scouts and even at PTO levels. No child should be left out due to lack of ability to
pay. I would imagine there are plenty of grants available for the arts and athletics
too, especially with the concerns with childhood obesity. Maybe get the support of
PAF to help search out the athletic grants. Utilize EFA staff for theatre and other
arts areas as a resource.

I truly hope that you move forward with a pay to play model vs. eliminating
programs. We all know that extra-curricular activities is what helps keep kids out
of trouble and gives them a base for a strong future.
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300 have no problem with paying to play/participate but within reason. Also, parentsApr 21, 2010 7:15 PM

can provide transportation to & from events for both middle school & high school
activities. And if a parent is not able to provide transportation, then carpool with
another student attending the activity.

301 I’m not too impressed wi{h the number and quality of programs at the middle Apr 21, 2010 8:37 PM

school level. So if paying a fee would increase opportunities, ! would be in favor.
If a fee is just for the current programs, I’m not too excited to participate.

302 Fees should be assessed on a individual sport basis. An accross the board fee Apr 22, 2010 1:44 PM
doesn’t always work as some sports require more than others in terms of
equipment, staff, length of season, etc.

303 I think the extra-curricular programs for middle school and perhaps upper Apt 22, 2010 1:48 PM
elementary should be strengthened, especially in non-sports areas.

The numbers suggested here all seem high; I would think they could be lowered if
there were enough students doing the activity.

304 iThere is quite a discrepancy in the cost of the various extracurricular activities Apr 22, 2010 5:12 PM

(language club vs football). I feel it is unreasonable to expect everyone to pay for
the most expensive extracurriculars if their child is not participating in that activity.
understand that it is easier to assign a universal fee to everyone, but this may

create a climate of resentment towards the expensive extracurriculars.

3O5 don’t think that all activities should be created equal. For example, football has Apt 23, 2010 3:45 AM

many players and requires more busing each week, a lot of equipment, and is in
general a more expensive sport per player. On the other hand tennis and water
~olo have been providing their own transportation (parents car-pooling), only have
about 16 players per team and purchase their own uniforms. If my child were to
be charged over $150 for either of the latter sports, I would have to wonder what
the money was covering. The schools may lose players for these smaller sports
because parents don’t think it is worth paying the money. I think if everyone has
to pay the same amount they should be able to have the same benefits, ie. busing
& uniforms.

306 One of our sons plays a club sport so we are aware of the cost to play. I don’t Apr 23, 2010 3:45 PM
even like 1 flat fee pl sport because some still end up paying for hotel rooms they
don’t use because the JV team doesn’t play away as often as the Varsity team,
but the fee is the same.

To charge a p/year fee would only benefit the families with children that play
multiple sports, possibly making it impossible for families where the child only
plays 1 sport p/year unable to afford the cost.

Students recieving free/reduced cost lunch should also get a reduced cost for
sports.

Taking away the transportation will hurt many families because some sports leave
shortly after school and with so many parents working, the kids wouldn’t have a
way to the away games.

3O7 You are cutting programs and charging fees for activities that are relatively cheapApr 24, 2010 9:52 PM

with great rewards. Cutting these back or charging more will only lessen
participation and credibility for these programs and they will fall apart. When
they go, they wil! difficult to get back if ever.

Think before you gut these programs. Most have already been cut way back and
are struggling to survive. Portage kids deserve a well-rounded education. Find
somewhere else to cut away from extra curriculars when can be very important to
the learning process.
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308 Most sports already have fees in addition to the trainer fee that they have to pay Apr 25, 2010 11:02 PM
ranging from $50-100 to pay for almost everything besides referees and
transportation for their sports. Another $100 participation fee on top of existing
fees would put sports out of reach for many middle income families. The district
should consider reducing areas like the technology budget to close the gap. The
trainer fee was only introduced 2-3 years ago. What is to stop a participation fee
from increasing?

309 don’t know that a flat rate per activity or year is good. There are some extra Apr 26, 2010 6:30 PM
curricular that have very little cost associate with them (ie chess club, government
club, spanish club) and others that have a larger cost (ie sports and theatre). A
larger flat rate fee would cause kids in the lower cost activities decide not to
participate (and those activities would close due to lack of participation) and thus
kids who are not in sports or theatre will loose interest in extra curricular activities
which would not show favorably on college applications or on the school. Also, it
would be harder to get kids to volunteer on activities such as tech or chorus on
plays if they had to pay to do it which will show poorly for the school as well. I
understand that cuts have to be made and I do not envy those trying to balance
the budget. Pay to play is a good concept, it just can’t be priced too high for the
low cost clubs.

310 i Participating in all extra ciricular activites is a choice. More emphasis should be Apr 26, 2010 9:44 PM
on acedemics. In an era where choices have to be made for shrinking budgets,
the schools have to put their money on what is going to help the most students.

311 Participation fee should be relative to cost of particular activity. More expensive Apr 27, 2010 11:25 AM
activities should have higher participation fees for required equipment and
transportation.

312 Will individual activities be allowed to offset fees with fundraisers? Apr 27, 2010 9:53 PM

313 If transportation is eliminated, many parents would not be able to take time off of Apr 28, 2010 4:46 PM
work to transport to the destination. The ride home is less of an issue because
many of the events are after work hours.

The cost of AYSO/LLeague/courthouse ranges between 70-100 dollars- that cost
for sports is expected- scholarships could be provided- boosters/concession
stand/etc-

314 MaNY ACTIVITES such as sports and band already have fees at the high school Apr 29, 2010 6:10 PM
leval. Even art classes have material fees at the high school level so it really is
nothing new. Fund raising is also a major part of many of these activities. Special
recognition activities(such as Carnegie Hall, out of state trips, over night
Housing)for forensics,band, choir, and others require parents to pay.

315 I think it would be a shame to discontinue extra curr activities. There are many Apr 30, 2010 1:54 AM
young adults that make it through the school day knowing that they need to work
hard in order to do extra curr activities. I think it would be a shame to take this
away. I believe a small fee would be ok to pay for activities if there is no other
way. However there would have to be a system put into place where everyone
should pay the same fee regardless of their income. If everyone pays a small fee
there should be plenty of money.

316 I believe the cost of the program your child chooses to participate in. If football Apr 30, 2010 12:37 PM
costs more, those players should pay more. Need based scholarships should be
provided as well for those that cannot afford the fees.
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317 Athletic teams differ in their cost - track and cross country do not cost what Apr 30, 2010 5:06 PM
football costs. Athletic and academic extra curriculars do not cost the same - in
fact I have paid MUCH MORE out of pocket for the academic extra curriculars. In
additon the sports all rewuite special shoes, etc. so there is always extra cost.
The academic extras also have costs in terms of special professional clothing.
The current $30 fee is reasonable - anymore would not be. I stopped going to
watch my child play sports b/c I got tired of the $5.00 entrance fee only to watch
coaches not include everyone equally in playing time after the stuent put in the
time and effort to participate and make the team during try-outs.

Honestly, as a family we have to live within our budget every year without
~ncreases - PPS HAS to learn to do the same.

Having had several children in PPS now - I have not been overly impressed with
the quality of education - my children have pursued other high school academic
situations which are much better in terms of learning and have also finished
college despite poor preparation by PPS.

It comes down to this: NO WAY will I willingly pay more for PPS and its activities.
You don’t give good quality for money spent and you don’t follow up on bullying
and personal problems. You really need to step up to the plate and do a better
job.

Obviously, a dissatisfied customer.

318 This survey is nothing more than a fishing expedition to determine the parents’ May 2, 2010 12:30 AM
tolerance level for paying additional funds to the school system for extracurricular
activities that their students may (o~ may not) participate in. If you intend to
institute a "pay to play" system, then you should tailor the additional fee to the cost
of the particular extracurricular activity.

319 The fees listed and clear intent to subsidize low-income participation seem May 2, 2010 3:50 PM
arbitrary. The fee per activity should be based on expected costs per student for
that activity. Each activity fee should be calculated independently. Payment of
:ees for students whose families cannot otherwise afford the fee should be
handles by private charity.

320 Extra curricular activities are a great way for kids to build their confidence, keep ~May 2, 2010 9:15 PM
them out of trouble, let them be social in a controlled environment, and will help
teach the kids activities they may be able to continue through out life. However,
setting the price to play too high will keep kids from participating. I hope this will
be worked out so they activities are available to most.
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Kent, Edna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wells, Marsha
Friday, May 07, 2010 11:50 AM
Kent, Edna
FW: Strategic Priorities

Attachments: PPS Strategic Priorities Board Committee May 5.docx; PPS Strategic Priorities.xlsx; PPS
Strategic Priorities Publication Doc.xlsx

PPS Strategic PPS Strategic PPS Strategic
Priorities Board... Priorities.xlsx ... Priorities Publi...

Marsha A. Wells, Superintendent
Portage Public Schools
269-323-5148

..... Original Message .....
From: gingerbitus@mindspring.com [mailto:gingerbitus@mindspring.com]
Sent: Friday, May 07, 2010 8:44 AM
To: John Whyte; Deb Polderman; RUSSELL RATHBURN; Randy VanAntwerp; Bo Snyder;
Kevin Hollenbeck; Wells, Marsha
Subject: Strategic Priorities

Hi All,

Attached are the draft docments developed by the ad hoc committee on Strategic
Priorities. The word document outlines the three primary objectives of what we
were trying to accomplish and a timeline. The first spreadsheet is an idea for a
scorecard which would have a few metrics for all our major categories, many of
which will require more work, and then the layered perspective on more detail on
a couple sample categories.

The Publication spreadsheet attempts to get to the objectives as re-confirmed by
John yesterday, about i0 items which have history and goals and can be updated
during the year with a summary for the district, but scalable at the building
level. These items are mostly a subset of those on the previous chart. This is
also a draft for discussion.

As Rusty reminded us, please do not reply to all if you have comments. But if
you have questions or comments, you can call me or Bo or Kevin or Marsha.

Thanks, Melani



PPS Strategic Priorities Board Committee Report to the Board May 5, 2010

The committee met twice and is developing a recommendation. We are looking for ideas and input at our May
10 meeting and approval to continue our work.

We developed three large goals for our work:

Consistency and linkage between all our documents and evaluation tools.

A scorecard which shows measurable targets, short and long term with clear indicators of success
(like color coding).

A means to specify and report specific annual initiatives, what they are and what results are
expected.

We are recommending 5 primary documents in support of our work, which should be integrated with our Policy
book at some point in the future:

1) A Balanced Scorecard as noted above. We believe it would be "cascading", the top level focused on

measures we believe are the highest level and of interest to our community. Lower levels would
provide more detail. The attached 3 page spreadsheet is an example of what we are proposing.

2) We are debating if we need a separate Long-term Strategic Goals document or if we can
incorporate it into the Balanced Scorecard metrics. Perhaps for right now, we can take a shot at

setting some long term goals as shown on the scorecard sample and then explore a Strategic Goals

document.
3) Year specific Initiatives- Example attached based on ideas presented so far.
4) Superintendent Goals and Evaluation which has a standard format based on the one we used this

year, but allows for inclusion of specific initiatives each year. We recommend Working Relationship

with the Board and Personal Qualities and Attributes should be here, not on the scorecard.
5) Board Goals and Evaluation -just an idea right now

Timeline -

Populate the Scorecard with historic data -target to complete by the end of June

Long-term Strategic Goals- Populate the Scorecard by end of June

2010-2011 Specific Initiatives - Complete by end of May - Draft document incorporates Board ideas and

superintendent ideas for Board discussion and approval.

2010-20:~1 Superintendent Goals and Evaluation Document - Complete by end of May

2010-2011 Board Goals and Evaluation - draft in June, review and confirm by end of August

Evaluate link for Policies - by end of October

5/6/20:~0 8:50 AM



DRAFT 2010- 2011 Initiatives (Combined from Marsha’s list & Board list)
Re-sequenced to match the top priorities on the Scorecard

Each initiative needs more specificity of what is to be done, what is the timeline, what are the metrics to be
evaluated to assess the quality of work and the expected impact and when an impact is expected.

Educational Leadership

1. Develop and implement a Systemic response to struggling students

2. Math focus-
a. 8th grade intervention

b. Middle school

c. Elementary

3. Science focus

a. 8th grade intervention

b. Curriculum evaluation and review

4. Writing Skills development- continuation from last year

5. Reduce migration to Community High -This may just be a data collection initiative this year and an

actionable item next year?

Financial Management

6. Plan for Regional Millage Renewal

7. Develop Three Year Budget which

a. Freezes hiring
b. Stops deficit spending by 2012
c. Reduces administrative costs by x%
d. Incorporates plan for outsourcing, shared services and organizational efficiencies

Asset Protection

8. Manage Building projects to cost and budget and quality

9. Develop metric(s) for assessing the status of district assets
10. Develop a long-term facilities plan

School and Community Relations

11. Secure collective bargaining agreements to Board/Supr defined cost & performance goals
12. Develop and implement a Marketing Plan

Personnel Administration

13. Develop staff support/train/evaluate plan for people entering new positions

5/6/2010 8:50 AM



14.

teacher/administrator quality metric.

DRAFT 2010-2011 Superintendent Goals and Initiatives

Planning and Evaluation

Kindergarten evaluation (Maybe this goes in Educ Ldrshp?)

process (survey, development of examiners...)

driven decision making

programmatic evaluation process and plan

BOE Relations

progress toward goals

Board member monthly

Others to be determined from Superintendent Evaluation.

Develop

Complete all-day

Initiate Baldridge

Achieve more data

Strategic Planning?
Design a

Report quarterly on

Meet with each

5/6/2010 8:50 AM
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